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ABSTRACT

Hao, Menglong. Ph.D., Purdue University, August, 2016. Carbon-Based Nanomaterials
and their Ensembles for High Temperature Thermal Applications. Major Professor:
Timothy S. Fisher, School of Mechanical Engineering.

Carbon nanomaterials, mainly including carbon nanotubes and graphene, have
high potential for heat transfer applications at high temperatures because of their
superb heat transport properties and good thermal stability. However, due to the small
physical sizes of carbon nanomaterials, real-world applications often require an
ensemble of them. The present study aims to characterizing the thermal properties of
carbon nanomaterial ensembles and understanding the underlying mechanism with an
emphasis on high temperature applications.
A one-dimensional (1D) reference bar method is selected to perform thermal
transport experiments on target materials. Despite its popularity for room temperature
measurements, this method does not readily extend to the high-temperature regime,
mainly due to oxidation and convective and radiative heat loss concerns. In this
dissertation, a modified 1D reference bar test rig is presented that eliminates these
problems. Oxidation and convection are avoided by vacuum. Radiation heat loss is
accounted for by a data fitting algorithm. Monte Carlo simulation is used to quantify the
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uncertainty of this method. The system is also validated by testing a commercially
available thermal interface material.
One of the major drawbacks of the steady-state reference bar method is its slow
test speed. Reaching thermal equilibrium takes a significant amount of time, from an
hour up to days. Typical transient methods, which can perform tests much faster,
require special instruments such as modulated heaters. In this dissertation, a new
transient method is presented that can be used directly with existing 1D reference bar
test rigs. Using the temperature response of the reference bars in time domain, thermal
properties of the sample can be extracted. Uncertainty quantification shows that
measurement accuracy is not lost compared to steady-state methods, but the fast test
speed is shown to reduce the time needed to perform a test by as much as 40 times.
Vertically oriented carbon nanotube (CNT) arrays hold high promise for thermal
interface applications. However, such an ensemble of CNTs behaves much differently
than a collection of isolated CNTs and suffers from various interface effects. After years
of research, the thermal transport characteristics of CNT arrays are still not fully
understood. Also, experimental data at elevated temperatures are lacking. Using the
newly developed high temperature 1D reference bar test rig, thermal interface
properties of CNT arrays are examined, and the results are presented in this
dissertation. Thermal interface resistance of CNT arrays is found to consistently
decrease at high temperatures for both thermomechanically matched and mismatched
interfaces. The results also suggest that contact resistances between CNT tips and the
opposing substrates are major contributions to the total interface resistances. A method

xii

of integrating CNT arrays to braze joints is also developed to improve CNT-based
thermal interface materials. Braze alloys are found to infiltrate into CNT arrays and form
strong chemical bonds. Thermal characterization results suggest very good thermal
interface performance, which is further shown to be unaffected by thermomechanical
stresses.
Graphene aerogels are studied as another type of carbon nanomaterial
ensemble. Their thermal conductivities are measured at varying volume fraction,
temperature and compressive strain. Not surprisingly, increasing volume fraction and
temperature are shown to increase the thermal conductivity. However, results imply
that interfaces are critical to the material in terms of thermal transport. Thermal tests in
compression and accompanying microscopy more vividly show the role of interfaces.
The study demonstrates that with a combination of low density, defects and interface
engineering, the thermal properties of graphene derivatives can be tuned across many
orders of magnitude.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) by Ijima in 1991 (1), these nano
objects have been the topic of much research and have been proposed for use in almost
every engineering application (2). In the past decade, graphene, a single layer of carbon
atoms, has aroused arguably even higher research interest across many disciplines (3-8).
Important features of these carbon-based nanomaterials include exceptionally high
specific surface area (9), high mechanical strength (10), unique electronic properties
(11), high thermal conductivity and good stability (4, 12). They provided an excellent
material platform for nanoscale design, synthesis and manipulation. Indeed, the
discovery and applications of carbon nanomaterials present a major step in the scientific
adventure of exploiting Feynman’s “plenty of room at the bottom” (13).
For heat transfer applications, perhaps the most exciting feature of carbon
nanomaterials is their extremely high thermal conductivity. Carbon nanotubes are
measured to have axial thermal conductivities in the range of 1000-3500 W/m-K at
room temperature (14, 15). Furthermore, a suspended single layer of graphene has a
thermal conductivity in the range of 2000-4000 W/m-K (4). For example, in electronics
cooling, CNTs and graphene are promising thermal spreaders and thermal interface
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materials (4, 5). Alternatively, they can be added to a matrix material, such as an epoxy,
and improve its thermal transport properties to certain extent (5, 16).
However, to fabricate a thermal management component in a real engineering
system, one single nano object, for instance, one carbon nanotube or a single layer of
graphene, is far from enough because of their nanometer size. In fact, we always need
an ensemble of them. Despite the exceptional thermal transport properties of an
individual CNT or graphene layer, making such a technologically relevant ensemble of
them with good performance is not an easy task. A main reason is that the properties of
carbon nanomaterials are very condition-sensitive. For example, the thermal
conductivity of suspended graphene is much higher than that of supported graphene
(500-1000 W/m-K) (17). Deformations, defects and interfaces, all of which are inevitable
in a practical ensemble of nanomaterials, can significantly affect the thermal properties
(18, 19). Mitigating these effects, or even utilizing them for our benefit, remains a major
challenge in the applications of nanomaterials.
One of the areas in heat transfer that has become increasingly important is
thermal management in high temperature systems. With the depletion of fossil fuels,
researchers are intensively developing advanced and alternative power generation
technologies. Many of technologies, such as gas turbines (20), thermoelectric
generators (21), thermionic generators (22), thermophotovoltaic cells (23), are pushed
to operate at higher temperatures in order to improve their efficiencies. Consequently,
thermal management becomes more challenging. For example, most commercial
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thermal interface materials (TIMs) are based on organic polymers and not stable at
elevated temperatures (24). Bonded interfaces exhibit good heat transfer
characteristics, but they are susceptible to catastrophic thermomechanical failure during
thermal cycling. Good thermal management not only involves efficiently guiding the
heat from the heat source to the converter, but also requires effective blocking of heat
loss to the ambient. Better thermal insulation materials that are thermally stable and
mechanically robust are needed.
In this dissertation, thermal metrologies are developed for studying heat transfer
at high temperatures. Thermal characterization results of ensembles of carbon
nanomaterials, including CNT arrays and graphene scaffolds (GSs), which are promising
high temperature TIMs and thermal insulation materials, respectively, are presented.
Underlying heat transfer mechanisms are discussed, and recommendations for future
directions are given. More specifically, the dissertation is divided into five chapters,
which are described below.
1.2 Organization
In order to study heat transfer in carbon nanomaterials at high temperatures,
proper metrology must first be developed. A one dimensional (1D) reference bar
technique has been one of the most popular methods for measuring thermal
conductivity and thermal interface resistance (TIR). However, at high temperatures, this
technique faces several issues. In Chapter 2, a modified 1D reference bar test rig is
described. A data analysis algorithm that is used for correcting radiation heat loss is also
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developed and discussed. Monte Carlo simulation is used for uncertainty quantification.
Results of validation measurements are presented.
Based on this test rig, a new transient test scheme is also developed, which is
described in the remaining part of Chapter 2. Steady-state methods suffer from low test
speed and this transient scheme can be used for measuring thermal properties at a
much faster speed. Furthermore, uncertainty quantification shows that measurement
error is not noticeably larger than that of the steady-state method. Effects of sample
heat capacitance are also discussed.
Chapter 3 and 4 consider research on two types of ensembles of carbon
nanomaterials, CNT arrays and 3D GSs, respectively. Chapter 3 focuses the performance
of CNT arrays as a thermal interface material for high temperature applications and is
also divided into two parts. In the first part, using the 1D bar test rig described in
Chapter 2, the thermal interface resistance (TIR) of vertically oriented CNT arrays are
measured at temperatures up to 700°C. Thermomechanical responses of the CNT arrays
are also presented. In order to further improve the thermal interface performances of
CNT arrays, the contact resistance between the tips of the CNT arrays and the opposing
surface must be reduced. In the second part of Chapter 3, a method of integrating CNT
arrays into traditional brazed joints is developed. Thermal characterization was
conducted using the photoacoustic (PA) method, and the results indicate a drastic
decrease of TIR compared with that of a bare CNT interface. This CNT-braze joint was
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also tested for thermal cycling and thermal shock conditions, and the excellent thermal
interface properties were preserved.
Chapter 4 focuses on the 3D GSs system. GS is a highly porous honeycomb
structure made of graphene (oxide) layers. Despite the high thermal conductivity of
pristine graphene, thermal characterization using the 1D bar rig shows that GSs are
good thermal insulators. The low thermal conductivities are attributed to the large
number of interfaces in the structure as well as to the very high porosity and graphene
defects. Further, the role of nanoscale interfaces is presented more clearly through
compression-dependent results and in-situ electron microscopy.
Finally, the dissertation concludes in Chapter 5 with summaries of my
experimental findings and their implications. Suggestions for future directions are given.
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CHAPTER 2. HIGH TEMPERATURE THERMAL METROLOGY

2.1 Introduction
The methodology of thermal interface testing is fairly well established for
ambient temperatures (25-27). Both steady-state and transient methods are widely
utilized, each associated with respective advantages and disadvantages. Most steadystate methods are slightly modified implementations of the ASTM D5470 standard (28).
A controlled steady-state heat conduction profile is generated, and the TIR is extracted
from the measured steady-state temperature profile. In transient methods, however,
thermal equilibrium is perturbed, and a dynamic temperature field is created. By
measuring the temperature response of the system, thermal properties can be obtained
through parameter fitting processes. Various perturbation sources can be utilized,
including laser heating (photoacoustic (29), laser flash (30, 31) , thermoreflectance (32),
time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) (33)), deposited metal line heating (3ω method
(34)), and conventional cartridge heating (26). Different transient methods also vary as
to where and how to measure the temperature response. More subtle characteristics of
these various methods, which are less obvious when discussing their respective
advantages and disadvantages, are the measurement ranges and sample sizes. For
instance, 3ω and TDTR methods are best suited for micro- and nano-scale samples with
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low TIR. However, when the overall performance of a macroscopic thermal interface
material is of interest, steady-state measurements are most appropriate.
2.1.1. Steady-state Methods
Steady-state measurements have been performed routinely in many labs.
However, extending this method to high temperatures is difficult and relevant literature
is lacking. In most existing steady-state methods based on ASTM D5470, heat is assumed
to flow through conduction only, whereas convection and radiation are neglected.
However, this assumption becomes dubious at elevated temperatures. Introducing a
guard heater to match the temperature profile on the main column is a viable solution
to reduce these heat losses for thermal conductivity measurements. Using this
approach, Jensen et al. (35) constructed a system to measure the thermal conductivity
of a composite nuclear fuel over a temperature range of 127°C to 827°C. However, it is
not practical to do the same in a thermal interface measurement due to the
discontinuous temperature profile (with a temperature jump at the measured
interface). Similarly, for a system designed to measure thermoelectric figure of merit,
the thermal interface resistance was first extracted using a “lumped Seebeck” method
up to 440°C (36). Steady-state thermal interface measurements dedicated for higher
temperatures, to the best of my knowledge, have not been previously reported.
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2.1.2. Transient Methods
At least near room temperature, the steady-state method is believed to be the
most representative of applications conditions (25). However, achieving thermal
equilibrium requires a long waiting time, thus limiting the speed at which samples can
be tested. For example, depending on size and heat capacity of the test fixture,
obtaining one data point could take several hours or even more than a day. Transient
measurements tend to require less time.
A rather popular transient method has been discussed in several reports (26, 3739). In a heater-TIM-heat sink or similar configuration, a step function is applied to the
heater, whose transient temperature response is recorded. With the help of a
mathematical transformation named the “differential structure function”, thermal
interface resistances can be extracted from this transient response. This method can be
used for fast screening of TIM samples in a product-like configuration (37). However, as
discussed in these reports (26, 37-39), the method suffers from several drawbacks
including subjectivity in the data-fitting process, difficulty in supplying exact step
function pulses, and variations of resistance with temperature.
As mentioned above, many other transient methods exist that are best suited for
thin film thermometry (27) such as the 3ω (34), photoacoustic (29), thermoreflectance
(32) and time-domain thermoreflectance methods (40). The relatively complex
requirements for sample preparation and instruments (pulsed laser, lock-in amplifier
etc.) limit their applicability to some extent (37). However, they are powerful tools to
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study heat transfer in nanostructured materials. A distinct advantage over steady-state
methods is that, although very rigorous data evaluation and uncertainty quantification is
needed to ensure reliability of the results, these transient methods are able to
separately determine bulk thermal resistance and contact resistance. The information
about TIR contributions from bulk and contacts is very important for understanding and
improving current TIMs.
2.2 High Temperature 1D Reference Bar Test System
2.2.1 System Design and Construction
Similar to ASTM D5470 (28), the present test system measures TIR by aiming to
create one-dimensional heat flow through meter bars and a sample. The setup is
installed in a vacuum chamber (~10-6 Torr) to avoid convective heat loss and oxidation
by air. Two identical oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) Cu bars with 10mm×10mm
cross-sectional area and 50 mm length are placed between a top heater and a bottom
cooling loop. The test specimen is sandwiched between the two Cu bars that are heated
and cooled at each end, respectively. The top heater is temperature-rated up to 1200°C
in vacuum (#101251, HeatWave Labs, Inc). The bottom chiller is a Cu heat sink with a
continuously flowing water loop. A ball-and-socket design is adopted on both sides of
the two Cu meter bars to ensure proper alignment. The heater is attached to an Al alloy
plate at the top that is free to slide vertically on three pillars through linear bearings.
The three pillars are fixed to the bottom of the chamber. This design enables easy
insertion and removal of samples and accommodates a large range of sample
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thicknesses. Deadweight pressure loading is employed with a base load of 193 kPa,
calculated from the total weight of the parts above the sample. Extra weight can be
placed atop the Al alloy plate to obtain the desired load. Because the weight is applied
above the linear bearings, the pressure remains constant despite thermal expansion of
the parts. A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 2-1 (a), along with a photograph in
Fig 2-1 (b).

Fig. 2-1. (a) Schematic and (b) photograph of the test system. Cross-sectional area the
reference bars is 1x1 cm2. The nominal height of the reference bar section is 10 cm with
no TIM.
On each Cu bar, four holes each with a diameter slightly larger than 0.5 mm
extend to the cross-sectional center, located 3 mm, 14 mm, 26 mm and 37 mm away
from the sample. At its maximum, the area of each hole contributes only 2.5% of the
total cross-sectional area of the bar, and therefore is not expected to significantly
perturb the heat flux through the system. Metal-sheathed thermocouples (type K
grounded, Special Limits of Error, Omega Engineering, Inc.) with 0.5 mm diameter are
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inserted into these holes to read local temperatures. The data acquisition system
consists of a thermocouple adaptor (TC-2190, National Instruments Co.), a data logger
(DAQPad-4350, National Instruments Co.) and a personal computer with a LabVIEW
program. Up to eight thermocouple signals can be monitored simultaneously.
In order to demonstrate high-temperature compatibility, example temperature
profiles are shown in Fig. 2-2 for a bare Cu-Cu interface (no TIM) for measurements up
to 700°C. One thermal cycle was performed, and the temperature profiles were
recorded after the system reached steady-state at each temperature. Similar to the
forthcoming results and discussed more fully below, the initial TIR is relatively high and
then approaches a steady value of 14 mm2K/W.

Fig. 2-2. Temperature profiles for a bare Cu-Cu interface. The height is reported relative
to the interface location.
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Because TIR depends not only on the TIM, but also on the surface contacting the
TIM, it is important to characterize this surface. All Cu bar surfaces were polished with
2500 grit sandpaper to obtain low surface roughness and uniform surface emissivity.
Both contacting surfaces were machined at the same time and are assumed to have the
same the same roughness and flatness characteristics. Optical profilometer
measurements performed on one Cu contacting surface reveal the following roughness
parameters: Ra = 0.216 μm, Rv = -2.153 μm, and Rp = 1.233 μm. Ra is the arithmetic
average deviation from the mean line, Rv is the maximum valley depth, and Rp is the
maximum peak height. These parameters were determined based on a randomly
selected area near the center of the surface, shown in Fig. 2-3.

Fig. 2-3. Optical profilometer contour plot of a contacting Cu surface in the test system
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Fig. 2-4. Surface profile across the Cu contacting surface, measured relative to the
highest point. Inset: The same data displayed on a larger scale to visualize the surface
roughness and flatness compared to the thickness of a typical interface material
The flatness of the Cu contacting surface is also addressed by inspecting the
profile across the entire face, as shown in Fig. 2-4. We note that some curvature is
present ranging up to a 10 μm height difference between the center and the edge of the
surface. We consider these roughness and flatness parameters suitable for this
macroscopic TIR measurement system.
2.2.2 Data Evaluation
In contrast to Jensen et al. (35), we note that no attempt is made here to reduce
radiation heat loss by using a guard heater. Instead, a boundary condition is created
such that heat radiation from the sidewalls of the meter bars can accurately be taken
into account. Because the vacuum chamber is quite large (18 inches in diameter)
compared to the main testing region, it is assumed to be a blackbody at room
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temperature. This assumption is valid even when the heater is operating with full
power, as confirmed by thermocouple measurements of the chamber’s inner wall.
Hence, a 1D steady-state model is solved numerically for data evaluation. In a typical
data acquisition process, eight thermocouple readings are recorded and averaged over
five minutes after the system reaches steady-state. The averaged readings are provided
as inputs to a program developed in MATLAB, which extracts the TIR of the test
specimen through a parameter-fitting process. The formulation of the two-fin model
and its additional assumptions are discussed below.
Because of the small perimeter and large thermal conductivity of the Cu bars, a
1D temperature field is assumed, i.e., without radial temperature gradient. Therefore,
the governing equation naturally takes the following form:
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
(𝜅𝑇 𝐴 ) = 𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣. + 𝑞𝑟𝑎𝑑.
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑦

(2.1)

where 𝜅𝑇 is temperature-dependent thermal conductivity, A is the cross-sectional area
of each Cu bar, T is the temperature of each Cu bar, qconv. is the heat flux (W/m) due to
convection, and qrad.is heat flux (W/m) due to radiation. With the high vacuum in the
chamber, convection can be neglected (qconv.=0). The emissivity ε of copper is assumed
independent of temperature; this choice is addressed in the Uncertainty Quantification
section. The radiation heat flux is estimated according to the following equation:
𝑞𝑟𝑎𝑑. = 𝜀𝜎𝑃(𝑇 4 − 𝑇𝑐4 ) ≈ 𝜀𝜎𝑃𝑇 4

(2.2)
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where P is the perimeter of the Cu bar, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and Tc is the
temperature of the surrounding chamber. If the y-axis runs axially along the Cu bars,
and the origin is the location of the interface, then the following equation defines the
boundary condition at the interface:
𝜕𝑇

𝜅𝑇 𝐴 𝜕𝑦|

𝜕𝑇

0−

= 𝜅𝑇 𝐴 𝜕𝑦|

0+

=

𝑇0+ −𝑇0−
𝑇𝐼𝑅

(2.3)

At this point, it is clear that the model is equivalent to two 1D fins with radiation
boundary conditions joined together.

Fig. 2-5. Linear fit of temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of Cu
Because the temperature on Cu bars can span several hundred degrees Celsius,
local thermal conductivity can be substantially different. The incorporation of
temperature-dependent Cu thermal conductivity greatly increases the accuracy of the
data evaluation. In implementation, linear interpolation of prior experimental data was
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employed to create a correlation between temperature and thermal conductivity of Cu
(41). The interpolation is shown in Fig. 2-5 with the following linear correlation
equation, where T is in degrees Celsius:
𝑘𝑇 = 401.7 − 0.0681 ∗ 𝑇

𝑅 2 = 0.9994

(2.4)

2.2.3 Uncertainty Quantification
For a typical thermal interface testing system, the sources of uncertainty mainly
include thermocouple reading errors and positional errors. Both of these two sources
exist here. However, since a LSQ (least squares quadratic) data-fitting algorithm is used
instead of a deterministic function, the transfer of uncertainty from these sources to the
final result is not straightforward. Hence, a Monte Carlo method has been developed to
quantify the uncertainty of measurement results. Positional error is approximately 25
μm according to the machining service, a value similar to that used in (42). Compared to
the relatively long thermocouple spacing (11 or 12 mm) in this setup, this positional
error is negligible and does not produce significant error. Therefore, only the
uncertainty from thermocouple readings is considered in the Monte Carlo analysis.
Thermocouples used in this test rig are made of Special Limits of Error wire and
are rated to have an uncertainty of ±1.1°C or 0.4% of its reading in degrees Celsius,
whichever is greater. In the Monte Carlo analysis, this limit of error is treated as the
permitting/forbidding limit (three times the standard deviation) (43). With these
assumptions, the Monte Carlo analysis is carried out for a simulated test of a thermal
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interface with TIR of 10 mm2K/W at various interface temperatures from 0 to 800°C
with a 100°C interval. The simulation for 0°C only has mathematical meaning as the
experimental setup does not have subzero cooling capability. Aside from interface
temperature, heat flux is also an important factor affecting the measurement
uncertainty and is therefore varied from 50 to 600 kW/m2, which covers most realistic
situations. Similar to conventional room-temperature thermal interface tests, higher
heat flux is expected to produce lower uncertainty as the temperature gradient
becomes larger, and thermocouple reading error becomes less significant.
In the Monte Carlo simulation, the Cu bars’ surface emissivity is fixed at 0.2 for
all heat flux and temperatures. The emissivity can be estimated from the measurement
of any sample at high temperature, as it is an output of the fitting process. Averaging
the estimation of emissivity from many measurements leads to a value 0.2 (± 0.02),
which is also evidenced by direct measurement of the Cu emissivity. A simulated
measurement temperature profile is generated based on these parameters. Then, the
thermocouple readings are given randomness using the Matlab function normrnd
according to a normal distribution around these model temperatures with standard
deviations specified by the vendor as discussed above. To this point in the procedure, a
simulated set of readings has been generated with built-in randomness. The fitting
algorithm then processes these readings, and simulated measurement results of TIR are
extracted. 400 virtual experiments were performed at each temperature and heat flux
condition, and their results were analyzed statistically and compared with the ‘true’ TIR
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of 10 mm2K/W. An example distribution of the fitting results for these virtual
experiments is shown in Fig. 2-6 for the case of 200 kW/m2 heat flux and interface
temperature 300°C. The results give a nearly normal distribution with mean of 10.2
mm2K/W and standard deviation of 2.94 mm2K/W.

Fig. 2-6. Example distribution of results from 400 virtual experiments. A histogram and
corresponding normal distribution probability density function are shown.
For all temperatures and heat fluxes, each averaged result is very close to 10
mm2K/W at each temperature (within 2% deviation), which suggests that there is no
systematic error in the data evaluation process. The standard deviation of the 400
simulated results (at each heat flux) is plotted as a function interface temperature in Fig.
2-7. Only part of the 50 kW/m2 curve is shown because maintaining this relatively low
heat flux at high temperatures is unrealistic in practice. For all heat fluxes, the standard
deviation is relatively constant until 300°C, after which it increases with temperature.
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This trend is commensurate with the thermocouple limit of error, which changes its
behavior at 275°C (from 1.1°C to 0.4% of the reading in Celsius).

Fig. 2-7. Standard deviation for a simulated sample with 10 mm2K/W measured at
various temperatures, as calculated by Monte Carlo simulation
At first glance, one might conclude that measurements at higher temperatures
are less accurate. However, in the case of measuring the TIR of a single sample at
different temperatures, a more detailed analysis is required before coming to this
conclusion. Unless the contact resistance between bottom of the lower Cu bar and the
cooling loop is changed at each temperature (which is strongly discouraged for the sake
of preserving the contact morphology at the measured interface), both the heat flux
flowing through the column and the interface temperature are not independent but
nearly proportional to each other. With the cooling water at a constant temperature,
raising the interface temperature naturally increases heat flux. Hence, for a particular
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sample, higher temperature requires a higher heat flux, and thus produces lower
uncertainty. These two effects counter each other, and the net result in most cases is a
decrease of uncertainty with temperature. One example is shown in the following
section.
2.2.4 System Validation
Calibration of TIM test systems has traditionally been challenging. Even when
measuring the same TIM, large inter-laboratory discrepancies have been commonly
observed [11]. These discrepancies are results of the fact that TIR is not a material
property of the TIM, but rather the outcome of a complex interplay of many factors in
the interfacial region. Differences in loading pressure, alignment precision, surface
roughness and flatness of the meter bar, adhesion between the meter bar and TIM, and
working environment could make the same TIM yield significantly different resistances.
Hence, finding a “standard” thermal interface that one could use to calibrate the test
system proves challenging. Nonetheless, a commercially available TIM is measured here
with the system at different temperatures to verify the present setup’s temperature
range capability. The results are compared with those from prior literature, and effects
of some of the factors discussed above are assessed.
Numerous available TIM types were considered in order to find one that is
relatively well-documented and also suitable for high-temperature applications. Most
existing TIMs, including silicone-based and polymer-based TIMs, PCMs (phase-change
material), thermal grease and solders, are not intended for high-temperature use and
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are therefore not suitable for examining the temperature range capability of the
measurement system. In fact, for high-temperature applications, the choices of TIM are
indeed very limited. In many cases, such as in RTGs (radioisotope thermoelectric
generators), due to lack of suitable TIM, spring-loaded bare contacts or radiation-only
heat transfer is used in spite of poor thermal performance (44).
Among these available choices, graphite foil has been one of the more
commonly used TIMs due to its mechanical compliance, relatively high thermal
conductivity, and chemical inertness. Hence, we selected natural graphite foil (HT-1205,
GrafTech International). These are 127 μm-thick pure graphite films without coating.
The material data sheet lists the following relevant through-plane properties: 10 W/m-K
thermal conductivity and 27.0 ppm/°C coefficient of thermal expansion. In-plane
thermal properties are 150 W/m-K thermal conductivity and -0.4 ppm/°C coefficient of
thermal expansion (45). The sample is cut into a size of 10mm×10mm, and then inserted
and aligned between the two Cu meter bars. The TIM is heated from room temperature
to 400°C and cooled back down. We note also that this experiment demonstrates a
temperature capability up to 700°C, as shown previously in Fig. 2-2 in the form of
temperature profiles for a bare interface.
For the TIM case, the TIR is measured at steady-state when the TIM is at 40°C,
100°C, 200°C, 300°C, and 400°C. For each data point, one hour is typically required to
ensure thermal stabilization. This thermal cycle (both heating and cooling) is then
repeated two more times. The results, shown in Fig. 2-8 span TIR values from 49 to 101
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mm2K/W. Error bars are displayed for the first cycle only in the interest of clarity of the
figure; however measurement uncertainties at each respective temperature are similar
for different cycles. The error bars represent the standard deviations calculated from
the Monte Carlo simulations, as discussed previously. The standard deviation ranges
from 1.4 mm2K/W at 400°C to 11 mm2K/W at 50°C; a higher temperature corresponds
to a higher heat flux and thus a lower standard deviation.

Fig. 2-8. Cyclic thermal measurement on 127 μm-thick graphite film. Error bars are
included only for the first cycle for clarity.
In the first heating process, the TIR continuously decreases from 101 mm 2K/W at
40°C to 61 mm2K/W at 400°C. This trend is likely the result of improved adhesion
between the graphite and Cu at elevated temperatures. Some hysteresis is seen in the
first cooling cycle, as the TIR returns to a lower value than the original at 40°C. All
subsequent half cycles are observed to be similar to the first cooling cycle except that
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the TIR reaches a minimum at approximately 300°C. We postulate that the minimum
occurs due to competing contributions from the graphite bulk resistance and the two
contact resistances between the graphite foil and Cu bar. The thermal conductivity of
graphite is known to decrease as temperature increases. Therefore, the results in
subsequent cycles shown in Fig. 2-8 indicate that the contact resistance between the
graphite foil and Cu bar also changes reversibly with temperature since the graphite
bulk resistance alone would have led to a monotonic curve.
Unfortunately, these two contributions could not be separated quantitatively, as
precise values of the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of the present type
of graphite are unknown. The latest material data sheet claims a TIR of approximately
62 mm2K/W at 193 kPa (45). A room-temperature thermal interface measurement of
HT-1205 was performed by Smalc et al. with a ASTM D5470 setup (46). The measured
TIR value of 162 mm2K/W at pressure of 100 kPa is larger than the values reported here.
Due to the absence of results at 193 kPa (the pressure tested in the present study), a
precise comparison is not possible. However, using the TIR reduction factor of 30% with
a pressure change from 100 kPa to 193 kPa as provided in the vendor data sheet, we
would estimate a 193 kPa TIR of 113 mm2K/W, which is the upper extreme of the
uncertainty range of the present result (101 ± 12 mm2K/W) before thermal cycling.
2.2.5 Summary
A 1D steady-state test system that measures TIR at temperatures up to 700°C
has been built and validated with a standard material up to 400°C. Temperature profiles
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are also displayed for a bare interface condition up to 700°C. Convective heat loss is
avoided by testing in a vacuum atmosphere. Radiation heat loss is taken into account
with a data evaluation algorithm. Uncertainty quantification by the Monte Carlo method
has shown that system error increases with temperature but remains fairly low. Due to
the lack of a reference TIM and scarcity of high-temperature TIMs in general, a
commercially available graphite foil has been tested for system validation, and the
results fall in a reasonable range as compared to the values in literature.
2.3 Transient Method on 1D Reference Bar Test Rig
Due to its simple principle, low equipment cost and good accuracy, the steadystate measurement approach on a 1D reference bar system is arguably the most
commonly used test method for measuring thermal interface resistance and thermal
conductivity. However, one of the main drawbacks of this method is the slow speed.
Depending on the thermal mass of the reference bars and boundary conditions (water
cooled or passively cooled on the cold end), the stabilization time typically ranges from
one hour to more than a day. If the objectives include temperature dependent results,
as in the present study, the full thermal characterization of just one sample can easily
take up to a week.
In this section, I present a transient method of measuring thermal interface
resistance using the 1D reference bar system described above. The method requires no
additional modification of the steady-state setup. Instead of waiting for thermal
equilibrium, the transient temperature response in the time domain is used to extract
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the TIR. In contrast to other transient methods, neither harmonically modulated nor
pulsed heating is needed, thereby obviating special requirements for the heater. This
method benefits from the fast test speed of transient measurements but at the same
time maintains a good accuracy. I then implement this method on the 1D reference bar
system, and the results indicate that the present transient method works well in the
high temperature regime as well.
2.3.1 Thermal Model
In order to describe the system’s transient behavior, we only need to add a heat
capacity term on the right side of the governing Equation (2.1), making it
𝜕

𝜕𝑇

𝐴 𝜕𝑦 (𝜅𝑇 𝜕𝑦) = 𝑚′

𝜕(𝑇𝑐𝑇 )
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝑞̇ 𝑟𝑎𝑑.

(2.5)

where m’ is the line density (kg/m) of reference bar and 𝑐𝑇 is the temperaturedependent specific heat capacity of Cu. At the TIM interface, we have several choices in
terms of model selection. The simplest case is obviously neglecting the heat capacitance
of the TIM itself and thereby making Equation (2.3) still valid. As will be discussed later,
this assumption does not lead to large errors in most cases. Other model choices for the
TIM interface include, for example, homogenous TIM specific heat with finite or infinite
interface conductance between TIM and Cu bars. Radiation from the TIM is neglected
due to its small exposed surface area.
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Fig. 2-9. Example of temperature curves at low temperature, showing the histogram of
reading from 8 thermocouples on the reference bars. Fitting lines represent a result
assuming zero TIM specific heat.
With this transient model, we now examine Fig. 2-9, which shows a segment of
transient data during heating. Recall that the system has two Cu bars with four
thermocouples on each one. The four higher readings represent temperatures on the
upper bar and the remaining four readings representing the lower bar. The initial
condition, although only at eight discrete points, of the system, is shown by the eight
thermocouples’ initial readings, and the

boundary conditions of the system, are

indicated by the two outermost thermocouples during the test. The coefficents in the
governing equations are material properties of Cu and are therefore also known. The
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only unknown coefficient in the system is the TIR if we neglect TIM’s specific heat.
Apparently, the TIR can be obtained by fitting to the transient temperature data. In fact,
the readings of any three thermocouples, two of which serve as boundary conditions
and the third is used to evaluate TIR, would yield a TIR result as long as they are not on
the same side of the TIM interface. However, having more temperature sensors reduces
the uncertainty of the measurement.
A MATLAB script is then developed to evaluate the TIR from recorded transient
temperature response. The formulation described above is programmed into MATLAB
and solved by a PDE (partial differential equation) solver titled “PDEPE”. Both 𝑘𝑇 and 𝑐𝑇
are given temperature-dependent values reported in the literature for Cu (41, 47). 𝜀 is
estimated to be 0.2. Initial readings of the 8 thermocouples are interpolated linearly to
serve as initial condition. The two boundary values are given the freedom to slightly
deviate from the two outermost thermocouples’ readings through the introduction of
two relative errors 𝑒𝑙 and 𝑒𝑢 on the lower boundary and the upper boundary,
respectively. The reason for introducing these two error factors is that by not doing so
we would be artificially giving more weight to these two outermost thermocouples even
though they are only as accurate as the other 6. Therefore, 𝑒𝑙 𝑒𝑢 and TIR are the three
unknowns and are fitted by minimizing the sum of squares of deviation between
modeled and measured temperature values at all 8 locations on Cu bars at the end of
the input segment (hereafter denoted as the time of fitting). This minimization is
performed using the MATLAB function “lsqnonlin”. In principle, any segment of a
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transient response can be used to fit for the TIR. However, a segment of at least 20 s is
recommended to reduce the effect of uncertainty in the initial condition.
2.3.2

Uncertainty Analysis and Quantification
In the steady state, Monte Carlo simulation is performed to quantify the

uncertainty of steady-state measurement based on vendor-specified thermocouple
errors. This method could be used to reveal the general trends of experiment
uncertainty versus factors like temperature and heat flux. For a specific measurement
whose result is obtained by multi-coefficient model fitting, a more convenient way of
quantifing its uncertainty is by calculating the jacobian matrix between function values
and fitted coeffients. The formula can be somewhat viewed as a multi-dimensional
analogy of the “propagation of error” formula in 1D case. In implemention,
𝑐𝑜𝑣 = (𝐽𝑇 𝐽)−1 ∗ 𝑠 2

(2.6)

where 𝑐𝑜𝑣 is the variance-covariance matrix of the fitted coefficients, 𝐽 is the Jacobian
matrix, estimated numerically using a finite difference method (provided by MATLAB as
a fitting output), and 𝑠 2 is the variance of temperature measurement uncertainty, which
can be estimated as the average of square of the difference between modeled values
and measured values. Once 𝑐𝑜𝑣 is computed, variance of the fitted coefficients, i.e. an
indication of the uncertainty of the measurement, can be determined from the matrix
diagonal of 𝑐𝑜𝑣.
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We take the series of data in Fig. 2-9 as an example to study the measurement
uncertainty of this transient method. Firstly, the influence of choosing different values
of ‘time of fitting’ on measurement uncertainty is investigated. In Fig. 2-10, the fitted
TIR and corresponding uncertainties are plotted against time of fitting. Within this 100 s,
the average temperature of the TIM increases by only 13 °C. Consequently, the TIR is
assumed to be constant in this period of time. From Fig. 2-10 it is apparent that as a
later ‘time of fitting’ is chosen, the fitted TIR converges to a value slightly above 100
mm2K/W. After 20 s, the fitted TIR stabilizes within approximately 10% deviation from
the result at 100 s. Standard deviation (square root of variance) calculated using the
Jacobian matrix is also shown in the figure. The relative error (standard deviation
divided by TIR) falls within 20% at around 30 s and continues decreasing.
The reason for this reduction of uncertainty over time in this segment is the
increase of heat flux. In the linear regime (negligible thermal radiation and temperature
dependent material properties), which is valid near room temperature, the standard
deviation of TIR scales inversely with that of heat flux across the interface because
higher heat flux generates larger temperature drop across the interface and therefore
reduces the relative error. The instantaneous heat flux across the TIM is calculated, and
its reciprocal is plotted in Fig. 2-10. It is apparent that standard deviation of fitted TIR
indeed follows the trend of the reciprocal of heat flux. This result also implies that
further increasing transient heat flux (by temporarily increasing the heating power)
should result in even lower uncertainty.
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Fig. 2-10. Fitting results of raw data shown in Fig. 2-9 using different ‘time of fitting’.
All fitting results shown in Fig. 2-10 are obtained assuming negligible heat
capacitance of TIM. Information about the specific heat of the sample can be inserted
into the model if known. However, for most types of TIMs, the fitting results are found
to be insensitive to the actual specific heat of the TIM. The sample tested in the present
study is a 127 µm thick porous graphite foil. By measuring its density and comparing
with the theoretical density of dense graphite, its relative density is estimated to be
19.6%. Therefore, we can calculate the specific heat of this TIM as 19.6% of graphite’s
specific heat (0.710 KJ/Kg°C ), 0.139 KJ/Kg°C. Again, we use the raw data shown in Fig. 29 and choose to fit at 100 s. Inserting this heat capacitance value to the model and
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assuming perfect contact between TIM and Cu (attributing TIR to the bulk resistance of
the TIM), TIR is determined to be 102.33 mm2K/W, which is virtually the same as the TIR
(102.39 mm2K/W) obtained neglecting TIM’s heat capacitance with a discrepancy much
smaller than the measurement uncertainty. Therefore, for this particular sample,
neglecting the heat capacitance has minimal effect on the uncertainty of the
measurement.

Fig. 2-11. Effect of varying volumetric specific heat (by varying relative density) on
estimated TIR.
To further test the sensitivity of TIR estimation to effects of heat capacity, other
relative densities and therefore different volumetric specific heats (assuming constant
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mass specific heat) are assumed for the graphite foil and corresponding TIR fitting
results are plotted in Fig. 2-11. This result shows that in the present case even if good
knowledge about the specific heat of the sample is not available beforehand, it does not
affect the estimation of the TIR. The underlying reason, using language of other
transient methods, is the “low frequency” of the heat input perturbation. Even though
the heater used here is not a modulated heater like the line heater used in the 3ω
method, but a fast Fourier transformation suggests that main components of the
temperature excursion curve shown in Fig. 2-9 in the frequency domain is below 0.05
Hz. With such a low frequency input, the impedance of the TIM is primarily determined
by the TIR rather than by the heat capacitance. The TIM can be seen as a thermal
analogy of a circuit with a resistor 𝑅 and capacitor 𝐶 in parallel, and we know the
impedance of such a circuit
|𝑍| =

1
1
√( )2 +(𝜔𝐶)2
𝑅

(2.6)

where 𝜔 is the angular frequency of the input signal. When 𝜔 is low enough, as is the
case here, the contribution of the 𝜔𝐶 term towards total impedance is insignificant
regardless of 𝐶 value.
2.3.3 Validation
In this section, transient measurement of the 127 µm graphite foil at up to 400
°C is presented and the results are compared with those obtained by steady-state
methods. Since the transient method has rather flexible requirements on the input
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temperature segments, there are different ways to perform a temperature cycle. In the
following, we present results obtained from transient measurements using step mode
and sweep mode thermal cycling.
Firstly, step mode tests are evaluated. Step mode refers to the case when the
sample is heated (cooled) to a specific temperature and allowed to reach steady state
before heater power is changed again to heat (cool) the sample to the next
temperature. The first 100 s of transient response after the heater power change is
recorded as input for transient fitting. The purpose of this step mode is to provide a fair
basis of comparison between the steady-state and transient methods. Both steady-state
and transient fitting results are plotted as a function of interface temperature in Fig. 212. For the steady-state methods, this interface temperature is calculated as the
arithmetic average of temperatures at the two Cu bar surfaces. For transient method, it
is calculated as the arithmetic average of initial and final interface temperatures. The
figure shows that results from both methods agree well with each other within the
uncertainty ranges. It is also worth noting that the transient method can provide a data
point with fairly good uncertainty near room temperature where reliable and accurate
steady-state measurement would be difficult due to low heat flux.
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Fig. 2-12. Comparison of TIR results of the 127 µm graphite foil obtained from steadystate methods and transient methods in step mode.
Using step mode, we are able to cross-check results obtained from steady-state
methods and transient methods. However, in practice, transient measurements should
not require waiting for equilibrium. Recall that fast cyclic measurements motivate the
development of transient methods. The fastest way of performing a temperature cycle
is obviously increasing the heater power until the sample reaches the highest
temperature without stopping for equilibrium and then turning off the heater until the
sample reaches room temperature. The heating and cooling processes of such a thermal
cycle are shown in Fig. 2-13 and 2-14, respectively.
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Fig. 2-13. Temperature histogram during heating in sweep mode.
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Fig. 2-14. Temperature histogram during cooling in sweep mode.
Using such a temperature cycle, without stopping for steady-state data
acquisition, we could not cross-check results from sweep mode with results from
steady-state methods in the same cycle. Comparing sweep mode results with steadystate results from the previous cycle is appropriate only when there is little or no
hysteresis, meaning TIR does not vary much from cycle to cycle. Therefore, after the
first cycle where the step mode measurement is carried out, the sample is cycled four
more times until a consistent hysteresis can be observed. TIR values measured in these
5 cycles using steady-state methods are plotted in Fig. 2-15. In cycle 3,4 and 5, the
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sample behaves quite consistently; therefore it is reasonable to expect the same
behavior for cycle 6.

Fig. 2-15. Cyclic measurements (5 cycles) of the TIR of the 127 µm graphite foil using
steady-state methods.
In cycle 6, the sweep mode is evaluated. Heating and cooling take approximately
900 s, respectively, as apparent from Fig. 2-13 and 2-14. The 900 s curve is then cut into
9 segments with 100 s each. These 100 s-long segments are provided as inputs for
transient fitting, and the results are presented in Fig. 2-16. Steady-state results from
cycle 5 are also shown for comparison. Both TIR curves agree with each other fairly well
in the temperature range tested. Discrepancies are within the measurement
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uncertainty. However, the time needed for performing such a cyclic measurement has
reduced from around 20 hours using the steady-state methods to just 30 minutes - a
forty-fold reduction.

Fig. 2-16. Comparison of TIR results of the 127 µm graphite foil obtained from steadystate methods (cycle 5) and transient methods in sweep mode (cycle 6).
2.3.4 Summary
The transient method presented here is a useful supplement to the popular
steady-state method. It is significantly faster and therefore better suited for screening a
large number of samples or testing with large varying parameter sets. It also maintains
good uncertainty in circumstances in which the steady-state heat flux would be too low
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to measure reliably. Unlike most other transient methods, it can be directly used with a
steady-state 1D reference bar system without additional hardware investment. It is also
shown to work fairly well at high temperatures, provided that the 1D reference bar
system is high-temperature compatible. In addition, transient measurements provides
information about the dynamic behavior of the TIM, which cannot be captured by
steady-state measurement.
Notably, however, this method does add numerical complexity. More caution is
needed when evaluating TIRs using this method than for steady-state methods more
parameters are certainly involved, such as specific heat of Cu and the TIM, which can
affect the accuracy of the result if not handled properly. When implementing this
method on an existing 1D reference bar system, one needs to confirm the validity of the
transient heat transfer model presented here or derive a modified version.
Nevertheless, with cautious and rigorous uncertainty analysis and validation, this
transient method of measuring thermal interface resistance is able to deliver
dependable results and significantly expand the capability of a traditional steady-state
measurement system.
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CHAPTER 3. CNT ARRAYS AS HIGH TEMPERATURE THERMAL INTERFACE MATERIALS

3.1 CNT Array Synthesis
All CNT arrays tested are synthesized in-house using a microwave plasma
chemical vapor deposition (MPCVD) system at Birck Nanotechnology Center. A main
advantage of in-house synthesis of CNT samples is the high customizability. Different
nanotube diameters, lengths and substrates can be investigated whereas purchased
CNT arrays are typically available on only a few selected substrates, in particular silicon.
However, despite the fact that CNT arrays have been synthesized since more than two
decades ago, reproducible and high-yield CNT synthesis is still very challenging. Slight
changes in equipment conditions can lead to major differences in final CNT products.
Here, a standard procedure for synthesizing CNT arrays for thermal interface
applications is described in details.
Various substrates have been used for synthesizing CNT arrays. It is generally
easier to obtain long, dense CNT arrays on nonmetallic substrate compared with
metallic substrates. Nonmetallic substrates on which CNT arrays have been successfully
synthesized using a standard recipe (hereafter denoted as tri-layer catalyst recipe,
details to follow) include Si, silica, quartz, alumina, glass, aluminum nitride, magnesium
oxide and sapphire. Metallic substrates that have been investigated for growing CNT
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arrays include Cu plate (2 mm thick), Cu foil (0.1 mm thick and 0.025 mm thick) and
stainless steel (316L). Other than Cu foil (0.1 mm thick), which had some success with
the tri-layer recipe, all metal substrates require a five-layer catalyst recipe. Nonmetallic
substrates were directly purchased in 1cm*1cm size or purchased in wafer form and
subsequently diced in to 1cm*1cm size. Metallic substrates were cut or machined to
1cm*1cm size. Thickness of nonmetallic substrates is 0.5 mm.
Catalyst was deposited using an e-beam evaporation system (Leybold) in the
cleanroom of Birck Nanotechnology Center. Prior to loading the substrates into the
system, all the substrates were sonicated three times in toluene, acetone and
methanol/isopropanol, respectively. The substrates were then clipped onto samples
holders, which were placed around 30 cm above the metal source in the evaporation
system. The chamber was then pumped to high vacuum (pressure lower than 3×10 -6
torr) before evaporation was started. Each metal source was preheated or around 4
minutes and then deposited onto the substrates. The tri-layer recipe is 30 nm Ti, 10 nm
Al and 5 nm Fe, from bottom to top. The five-layer recipe is 10 nm Ti, 100 nm Ni, 30 nm
Ti, 10 nm Al, 5 nm Fe. After all layers were deposited, the system was let cooled for 10
minutes. Finally, the chamber was vented and the substrates with catalyst were
removed.
CNT arrays were synthesized in a MPCVD chamber. First, the substrates were
placed on a puck, which was then placed in the center of the chamber stage. Then, the
chamber was pumped through a regulated valve until 10 torr. At the same time, the
sample stage was raised to a height of 53 mm. Once the pressure drops below 10 torr,
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the regulated valve was bypassed and the chamber was rapidly pumped to its base
pressure (less than 1 torr). All gas inlets were then opened. After the pressure stabilized,
the bypass channel was closed and 30 sccm N2 was introduced. Chamber pressure was
set at 10 torr. The sample stage was then heated to 800°C. The heating took
approximately 15 minutes. Once 800°C was reached, N2 was stopped and 50 sccm H2
was introduced. After 1 minute, the plasma was lit with a power of 300W. Immediately
after striking the plasma, 10 sccm methane gas was added to the mixture as carbon
source. Depending on the desired array length, synthesis time ranged from 3 minutes to
10 minutes. For the data shown in this dissertation, all CNT arrays were the products of
10 minutes synthesis. When the growth was complete, the heater and the plasma were
turned off. Bypass valve was opened and all gases were shut off. The stage was lowered
back to the original height for retrieving the samples. Approximately 3-4 torr H2 was
reintroduced to the chamber for faster cooling. It typically took 45 minutes for the
chamber to cool down. Once the chamber temperature fell below 50 °C, chamber was
vented and the samples were retrieved.
Notably, however, even following this procedure, the overall yield of CNT arrays
are only roughly 50%. Some of the failures are due to human errors as the growth
process is complex and not automated, but the cause for many other failed runs are
unclear. In my opinion, the two main sources of inconsistency are instabilities in catalyst
deposition and MPCVD chamber residues. For catalyst deposition, make sure control
settings are correct for each metal to avoid initial overshooting. If the MPCVD chamber
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is possibly contaminated by unwanted chemicals, clean it using H2 plasma prior to CNT
growth.
3.2 High Temperature Characterization of Bare CNT Arrays
3.2.1 Introduction
Thermal management issues have increasingly limited the development of
electronic devices (48, 49). When heat generated in devices is not rejected to heat sinks
efficiently, high temperatures can cause significant performance degradation or even
permanent damage. Naturally, a low thermal resistance is desired between the heatdissipating device and its heat sink. In practice, a significant fraction of this thermal
resistance comes from various material interfaces (24). As a result, new TIMs that can
reduce interface thermal resistance when applied between two mating surfaces have
been actively studied and developed in recent years. Conventional TIMs such as thermal
greases, metal foils, graphite, and phase change materials have been improved and
optimized (50), while

at the same time nanostructured carbon-based materials,

especially CNTs, have become an increasingly attractive option (5, 12, 15, 51). Many
traditional TIM materials are limited to operation near room temperature, and very little
prior work exists on CNT TIMs at elevated temperatures. The present study seeks to
provide

performance

characteristics

of

the

latter

in

terms

of

thermal

resistance/conductance and durability.
Individual carbon nanotubes have been measured with thermal conductivities at
room temperature of 1000-3500 W/m-K (14, 52), although their thermal behavior in
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aggregates and composites can be much poorer (24, 48, 53). Furthermore, vertically
oriented CNT arrays have very low modulus in lateral directions and low compressive
modulus in the vertical direction (54-56). This excellent mechanical compliance is an
ideal property for thermal interface applications, as CNTs can readily conform to
asperities on the mating surfaces to increase real contact area.
Most microelectronic devices operate near room temperature (<150˚C) in
atmospheric conditions. However, many emerging extreme-condition applications have
created demand for a more robust interface solution. Thermoelectric generation (TEG) is
being used increasingly with higher temperature heat sources in order to obtain better
efficiency and more power output (57, 58). For example, recent research programs aim
to harvest the waste energy in automobile exhaust gas (>600˚C) using TEG (21, 59, 60).
The actual temperature at the hot-side junction of the thermoelectric device is often
much lower than that of the heat source, mainly because of the high thermal resistance
of various interfaces between them, and the high-temperature environment dictates
that traditional organic-material TIMs cannot be used.
Direct bonding (e.g., brazing, welding, diffusion bonding) often results in low
thermal resistance, similar to soldering in moderate-temperature cases (24, 61, 62).
However, this method proves troublesome for joining materials with different
coefficients of thermal expansion (CTEs), resulting in an interface likely to fail from high
thermomechanical shear stress (63, 64). In addition, many practical situations disfavor
the mechanical rigidity of a bonded interface. At high temperatures, some metal foils
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(e.g., Cu, Al) can be somewhat effective TIMs as they become more ductile and conform
to surface asperities more easily. Moreover, the elevated temperature can drive complex
elemental interdiffusion processes or reactions between the metal foil and the mating
surfaces. This diffusion/reaction is often beneficial to heat transport but unfavorable for
mechanical compliance. For applications in which mechanical compliance is important,
metal foams are sometimes preferred over metal foils because their porous structure
can withstand considerable strain without transferring excessive mechanical stress (65).
However, the porous structure also drastically reduces the TIM’s thermal conductivity
and true contact surface area (66).
CNT arrays offer the advantages of low compressive stiffness (55), high thermal
conductivity (15), and good thermal and chemical stability (67). With these properties, if
protected by inert atmosphere or vacuum, they can be suitable TIMs for hightemperature applications. In fact, vacuum or inert atmosphere is often required by other
device components in order to minimize thermally induced oxidation and sublimation
(21, 68). The benefits of CNT TIMs are expected to be especially prominent for the case
of thermomechanically mismatched interfaces because CNT arrays are expected to allow
both sides of the interface to expand freely due to their low lateral stiffness and friction
(54). However, experimental evidence to support this argument is lacking to date.
In addition to mechanics, heat transfer is also directly affected by hightemperature environments. The thermal conductivity of an individual single-walled CNT
has been shown to decrease with temperature over the 50-550 ˚C range (52), as is
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typical for solids as a result of increased inelastic phonon scattering. The overall thermal
interface resistance is composed of bulk resistance of the TIM itself and the contact
resistances between the TIM and two joining surfaces. Therefore, the impact of
temperature-dependent thermal conductivity on the overall thermal interface resistance
remains unclear and requires experimental characterization. However, partly due to the
lack of a proper test system designed for high-temperature measurements,
characteristics of CNT array TIMs have not been reported for temperatures above 250 ˚C
(69). Here, utilizing the newly developed test rig and its companion data evaluation
designed for conducting high-temperature experiments, we measure and report the
thermal properties of vertically oriented multi-walled CNT arrays as thermal interface
materials at temperatures up to 700˚C. Both thermomechanically matched and
mismatched cases are tested and discussed.
3.2.2 Experimental
The test configuration for the two samples studied here are shown in Fig. 3-1(a)
and (b), respectively. For the thermomechanically matched case, the thermal resistance
of one CNT array interface was measured. Measurement of temperature drop across the
interface was enabled by an additional thermocouple inserted into the Cu substrate. For
the thermomechanically mismatched case, due to the difficulty of drilling a hole in
brittle alumina to anchor a thermocouple, CNT arrays were synthesized on both sides of
the alumina substrate to create a symmetric interface. The TIR of one CNT array
interface is extracted by measuring the total TIR (Cu to Cu), subtracting the bulk
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resistance of alumina (70) and then dividing the resulting quantity by two. All
measurements were performed at a pressure of 0.12 MPa.

Fig. 3-1. Thermal interface resistance test configuration for the thermomechanically
matched (a) and mismatched (b) interfaces bridged by vertically oriented CNT arrays.
The use of eGRAF in (b), a commercially available graphite foil, is merely for the sake of
preventing diffusion bonding between Cu substrate and lower Cu bar.
For the thermomechanically matched interface, a CNT array was synthesized on
one side of an oxygen-free high thermal conductivity (OFHC) Cu substrate
(10mm×10mm×2mm, polished with 1500 grit sanding sheet). First, a five-layer catalyst
(10nm Ti, 100nm Ni, 30nm Ti, 10nm Al, 5nm Fe, from bottom to top) was deposited via
thermal evaporation. Next, the Cu substrate was transferred into a MPCVD chamber for
CNT growth. At 800˚C stage temperature, 10 torr chamber pressure, 50 sccm H2 and 10
sccm CH4, and 300W plasma power, the CNT array was grown for 10 minutes. For the
thermomechanically mismatched interface, CNT arrays were synthesized on both sides
of an alumina substrate (MTI Corp., 10mm×10mm×0.5mm, both sides polished by the
vendor). Tri-layer catalyst (30nm Ti, 10nm Al, 5nm Fe) was deposited on both sides of
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the substrate. CNT growth occurred under the same condition as described above
except that the substrate was raised by ceramic spacers (0.5 mm thick) to allow for CNT
growth on both top and bottom of the substrate.
3.2.3 Results and Discussion
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of CNT arrays synthesized on Cu and
alumina substrates are shown in Fig. 3-2 (a) and (b), respectively. In both cases, CNTs
appear to be vertically oriented. On the Cu substrate, the average array height is
approximately 25 µm. On the alumina substrate, CNTs are considerably longer with a
height in the 60-80 µm range. This height difference could be attributed to different
Ostwald ripening and substrate diffusion rates on the two types of substrates (71). The
CNT array on the top side of the alumina substrate, which faces the plasma during
growth, is slightly longer than that on the bottom side, likely because of higher local
concentration of carbon species during growth.

Fig. 3-2. (a) SEM image of CNT array synthesized on a Cu substrate; (b) SEM image of CNT
arrays synthesized on both sides of an alumina substrate.
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The total thermal interface resistance of the Cu-Cu interface bridged by a CNT
array as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 3-3. The tested interface was
thermally cycled from room temperature to a maximum of 700°C and back. At 100°C
intervals, the system was allowed to reach steady state, with the temperature profile
recorded. Reaching steady state typically required approximately 1 hour. This fully
cyclical process was repeated two additional times to verify the repeatability of the
observed trend and cyclic stability of the TIM.

Fig. 3-3. Thermal interface resistance of a one-sided CNT array between two Cu surfaces
under thermal cycling.
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Total thermal interface resistance generally decreases as temperature increases.
In the first cycle, TIR decreases from 126 mm2K/W at 100 °C to 66 mm2K/W at 700°C – a
48% reduction. The trend is generally consistent despite large uncertainty at lower
temperatures. An anomalous result was observed in the first heating cycle at 400°C and
500°C. The reason for this anomaly is unclear, as it did not occur in repeated tests on
other samples. Except for the cases of 400°C and 500°C, TIRs measured during the first
cooling stage are lower than those during the first heating stage at each temperature,
while the trend with temperature is preserved. Subsequent cycles closely follow the
trend and magnitudes of the first cooling stage without significant hysteresis, the
absence of which suggests good cyclic stability of the CNT array as a thermal interface
material.
As discussed above, the total thermal interface resistance is composed of two
parts: bulk thermal resistance and contact resistances at the two ends. Bulk resistance is
determined by the CNT array’s effective thermal conductivity, which depends principally
on volume fraction and array height. The thermal conductivity of a single-walled carbon
nanotube is known to decrease with temperature above 75°C (52), and similar behavior
has been reported for individual multi-walled carbon nanotubes (14). We note that the
CNTs tested here were grown by MPCVD, which yields higher defect density than CNTs
tested in refs. (14, 52). The phonon mean free path due to defects should not depend on
temperature; therefore the change in thermal conductivity of the present CNTs at high
temperature should be lower than that of the CNTs tested in ref. (52), but while still
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exhibiting a decreasing trend with increasing temperature. Therefore, the bulk thermal
resistance of the array would increase with temperature. The effect of temperature on
contact resistance was studied by Yan et al. (72) using a molecular dynamics simulation
to show that the contact resistance between an individual SWCNT and a Cu surface
decreased by approximately one-third from 27°C to 477°C.
Hence, two competing mechanisms that affect the total thermal interface
resistance have opposing influences on temperature dependence. Based on the
experimental results presented here, the effect on contact resistance is stronger under
these conditions. Many studies have attempted to separate and quantify the
contributions to total thermal interface resistance between bulk and contact (29, 73-75)
using various transient thermal measurements based on the principle that these two
resistances yield different transient responses, although the issue remains unresolved
(15). Temperature-dependent measurements can provide an alternative approach to
study the relative magnitude of these two resistances, as they have opposing
temperature dependencies. The high-temperature results here suggest that contact
resistance is a larger component of the total interface resistance for the tested CNT
sample.
The interface between a metal and nonmetal is becoming an increasingly
important consideration in a variety of applications, such as thermoelectric devices (21,
60) and high-temperature fuel cells (76). Direct bonding is often difficult due to highly
mismatched thermal expansion coefficients. Even if a joint is successfully fabricated, it is
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often vulnerable to failure under thermal cycling and shock (64). Using a mechanically
compliant thermal interface material provides an alternative solution when thermal
transport is critical and the joint does not bear a large load. An example is the hot-side
interface between a dielectric layer and heat exchanger in a high-temperature
thermoelectric generator (21, 60).
Alumina is a commonly used dielectric material with low cost and reasonably
high thermal conductivity. Its thermal expansion coefficient is reported to be 5.4×10-6 K-1
at room temperature (77), far lower than that of Cu (16.54×10-6 K-1) (78). We use
alumina in the present experiments to form a thermomechanically mismatched interface
with Cu and to examine the performance of a CNT array in such an interface.
A decreasing trend of TIR with increasing temperature is again apparent in Fig. 34. In the first heating cycle, the TIR of one CNT array thermal interface decreases from
127 mm2K/W at 100°C to 93 mm2K/W at 700°C. At all temperatures, the TIR is higher
than for the case of thermomechanically matched interface, which is expected because
of the difference in array height. During the first cooling as well as subsequent cycles,
the trend of TIR as a function of temperature closely follows the first heating cycle
without significant hysteresis. This observed cyclic repeatablity is particularly important
considering the drastically different thermal expansion coefficients of the two mating
materials. From room temperature to 700°C, the relative displacement of the two
substrates can be as high as 40 µm at the sample edges (estimated from their respective
thermal expansion coefficients and the sample size). Other TIMs have been reported to
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undergo thermal cycling degradation related to thermomechanical stress under much
milder conditions (79).

Fig. 3-4. Thermal interface resistance of a CNT array between alumina and Cu under
cyclic conditions. The resistance shown here is obtained by subtracting the alumina bulk
resistance and then dividing by 2.
Notably, the CNT array is several times taller in this case compared to in the
thermomechanically matched interface (60-80 µm vs. 25 µm); however the TIR is only
42% higher (based on data at 700°C, where uncertainty is the lowest). Assuming that the
quality and density of CNT arrays and their thermal conductivity are similar in both
cases, these results suggest that the bulk resistance of the CNT array is not the
dominating contributor to the total TIR. If we further assume that the contact
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resistances at the two ends of the array are unchanged between the two cases, the bulk
resistance can be roughly estimated to comprise approximately 20% and 40% of the
total TIR at 700°C in the short-CNT and long-CNT cases, respectively. At lower
temperatures, these percentages are expected to be even lower because of the differing
temperature dependencies of bulk and contact resistances.

Fig. 3-5. Thermal interface resistance of a bare alumina-Cu interface for one temperature
cycle.
As a comparison, the interface between Cu and alumina was also tested without
a TIM (hereafter referred to as the bare interface), and the results are shown in Fig. 3-5.
The initial TIR is 807 mm2K/W at 100°C, which is more than six times that observed with
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a CNT array, and subsequently exhibits a predominantly decreasing trend to arrive at 567
mm2K/W at 700°C. The interface is likely to undergo a plastic deformation and/or
diffusion bonding at high temperatures, as the TIR slowly decreases with time. In
addition, this decreasing trend of TIR with respect to time is faster at higher
temperatures. In this experiment, the tested interface was allowed to sit for 1 hour
before data acquisition at each temperature. During the cooling cycle, substantial
hysteresis is clearly apparent, supporting the argument that a permanent process
(plastic deformation and/or diffusion bonding) has occurred. After the test, the two Cu
bars were indeed mechanically attached to the alumina substrate. However, they were
still easily separable by the force of a hand, indicating that the bond was not a sound
joint, as also suggested by the still high TIR. Systematic studies of these types of diffusion
bonding processes can be found in prior works (64).
After the thermal cycling tests, morphologies of CNT arrays in both cases were
examined under SEM, and related images are shown in Fig. 3-6. In both cases, the CNT
arrays were compressed to shorter thicknesses. In addition, a pressure of 0.12 MPa
appears to have caused the arrays to buckle. This observation agrees with previous
experimental and numerical studies (56, 80). Moreover, the free ends of the CNT arrays
have formed a dense top mat structure. This formation indicates that the top of the
arrays undergoes more severe deformation than the rest of the arrays, and this result is
not surprising considering the lower nanotube density at the top caused by CNT height
variation. This top mat conformed to the opposing Cu surface asperities as apparent
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from the embossed linear striations in Fig. 3-6(a) that originated from the machining
marks on the Cu surface.

Fig. 3-6. (a) Post-mortem SEM image of CNT arrays in the tested Cu-Cu interface; (b)
Magnified image of (a); (c) Post-mortem SEM image of CNT arrays in the tested Cualumina interface; (d) Post-mortem SEM image of CNT arrays in the tested Cu-alumina
interface. Red marks indicate buckling deformation from compressive load. Black marks
show the result of lateral stress.
CNT arrays in the two cases differ, however, in terms of lateral thermomechanical
deformation. For the matched interface, little lateral relative motion occurs between
two Cu surfaces during thermal cycling, and consequently the deformation of the CNT
arrays appears to be only compressive, without any lateral deformation observed. In the
case of CNTs between thermomechanically mismatched surfaces, a more complex
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mechanical deformation has occurred. We hypothesize that a two-step mechanism
results in the final morphologies as shown in Fig. 3-6(c) and (d). Immediately after the
two substrates are forced in contact, CNT arrays buckle under a compressive load
(resulting in deformation marked by red lines) and form a top mat that adheres to the
opposing Cu surface. Under thermal cycling, the Cu surface shifts back and forth relative
to the alumina substrate, which in turn creates a cyclic shear stress in the CNT arrays.
This stress induces a secondary lateral deformation of the buckled nanotubes resulting
in the final morphology. In Fig. 3-6(c), the back-and-forth shear movement is signified by
the curvature of the arrays marked by the black line. In Fig. 3-6(d), a staircase-like
structure has formed as a result of combined buckling and lateral stretching. CNT arrays
in this case did not deform back and forth as in Fig. 3-6(c), likely because sliding occurred
between top of the CNT array and the opposing Cu surface at certain points of the
thermal cycle.
3.2.4 Summary
In conclusion, we have synthesized vertically oriented CNT arrays as thermal
interface material and for the first time studied their thermal interface properties at
temperatures up to 700°C. In vacuum environment, CNT arrays turn out to be stable at
the tested temperatures. Furthermore, we have observed that the total thermal
interface resistance of CNT arrays decreases with increasing temperature for both
thermomechanically matched and thermomechanically mismatched interfaces. This
negative temperature dependence is believed to be the result of reduced contact
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resistance between CNT arrays and the opposing surfaces. In addition, CNT arrays
appear to be robust thermal conductors even when the two mating surfaces undergo
significant relative movement. In both cases tested in the present study (Cu-Cu and
alumina-Cu), the trend of TIR as a function of temperature is repeatable after three
thermal cycles. Post-mortem analysis shows that CNT arrays have buckled but still
conform closely to features on opposing surfaces and accommodate thermomechanical
mismatch of the two mating surfaces through shear deformation. With these results, we
anticipate that vertically oriented CNT arrays will succeed in many thermally and
mechanically harsh applications.
3.3 Integration of CNT Arrays with Brazed Joints
3.3.1 Introduction
Bridging the surfaces of two solid materials is a long-standing yet critical topic in
many engineering fields. The technology can be traced back to ancient civilizations
dating back to 3000 B.C with the use of pulverized limestone as mortar for holding
stones together (81). Even today, from macroscale applications in welded joints to micro
and nanoscale applications in composites and nanoelectronic devices (48, 82), interfaces
play crucial roles in overall system performance and are often the limiting factor. In
particular, miniaturization of electronic devices has placed much emphasis on the
development of interfaces that can sustain high thermal and electronic transport.
While much effort has been directed towards improving interfacial bonding for
enhanced thermal or electronic transport at or around room temperature, high
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temperature applications still pose a serious challenge. The challenge is particularly
great for thermal transport due to the fact that it is harder (in comparison to electrons)
to controllably guide the flow of phonons. For most material systems, interfacial bond
strength and thermal transport are strongly correlated. For instance, load-bearing joints
typically bonded firmly by welding, brazing or soldering also yield the lowest thermal
resistance (1-5 mm2KW-1) (24). A weaker joint made, for example, with polymeric
adhesives provides moderate thermal resistance (10-200 mm2KW-1) (24, 48). In
comparison, a bare interface between two solids without any interfacial bonding has no
mechanical strength and also the highest thermal resistance (>100 mm2KW-1).
The correlation between bond strength and thermal transport, can be viewed as
a result of the fundamental relationship between atomic bond strength and phonon
group velocity (83), dictating that a strongly bonded interface would also likely have a
low interfacial thermal resistance. However, for applications operating under high (and
often cyclic) thermal load, such as a thermoelectric generator (21), a solid oxide fuel cell
(SOFC) and plasma-facing components in fusion reactors, a strongly bonded and robust
interface is not an easy objective to achieve (76, 84). The difficulty arises from the fact
that strongly bonded interfaces also restrict relative movement of the two mating
surfaces and therefore experience enormous thermomechanical stress at high
temperatures, sometimes leading to catastrophic failure at the joint (64). This
mechanical failure also then disrupts the thermal transport.
A weakly bonded interface allow for relative movement of surfaces at the
interface but exhibit poor thermal transport due to the weak bonding. The challenge for
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a high temperature thermal interface material thus lies in fulfilling the conflicting
requirements of a strongly bonded interface that can also sustain relative motion
between the surfaces. This issue has been studied by many but remains one of the most
critical challenges in the fabrication of advanced energy devices. Past solutions typically
have focused on matching the CTEs of the two surfaces. But, this approach often
involves compromising on other functional properties of the mating materials such as
thermal conductivities, electrical conductivities and/or dielectric constants (85, 86).
Further, owing to limited range of material properties, it may not be always possible to
match the CTEs of the two surfaces.
CNT arrays have been proposed and studied extensively as a room-temperature
thermal interface material (TIM) (15, 29, 32). However, despite the ultrahigh thermal
conductivity measured for an individual CNT (as high as 3000 Wm -1K-1) (14, 52), the
overall performances of CNT arrays have fallen short of expectation mainly because of
high contact resistance between the CNT tips and the opposing substrates (73, 74, 80).
This resistance is primarily due to two factors: (i) low real contact area, as the shorter
CNT fail to contact and (ii) weak bonding (van der Waals) between contacting CNT free
tips and the mating surface. In a sense both of these effects can be viewed as arising
from a discontinuity in the atomic bonds at the interface. Prior attempts to bridge tips
of CNT and the opposing surface have typically used either a low melting point material
or an organic species (32, 75, 87, 88), both of which are suited only for low temperature
applications. Organic species used for bonding CNT free tips typically degrade at
temperatures below 200 °C while low melting alloys such as indium melts at 156 °C (87).
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Barako et al. (89) reported a bonding technique based on multiple layers of reactive
metal that could also be potentially used in high temperature applications. However,
the thermal contact resistance reported was still quite high. Further, the fabrication
process is rather complex and not easy to scale up.
The present study demonstrates that by combining CNT arrays and brazing, a
thermo-mechanically robust interface can be attained that sustains excellent thermal
transport at elevated temperatures. As shown in further experiments, heat transfer
across such a joint is entirely unaffected by thermomechanical stress, making brazed
CNT arrays a promising interface material in many advanced high temperature devices.
3.3.2 CNT/braze Interface Fabrication
A brazed joint between dissimilar materials is susceptible to thermomechanical
failure because of the high interfacial shear stresses in the lateral direction (parallel to
the interface). However, the problem can be solved if we use an interface material that
has a low stiffness in the lateral direction, but a high thermal conductivity, and
inevitably high stiffness as well, in the normal direction. This high anisotropicity is
difficult to find in conventional materials but readily achievable for CNT arrays. As a
result of the very low bending stiffness of individual CNTs (90), a vertical CNT array is
easy to deform laterally while retaining the high thermal conductivity in the normal
direction, making it an ideal fit to enhance the thermomechanical robustness of a
regular brazed joint. The experimental methods for realizing this concept and the results
are discussed below.
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Several braze alloys and brazing configurations have been investigated. The key
requirements for braze alloys in this particular application is good affinity with CNTs.
Most metals, such as Ag and Cu, are known to have poor wetting ability to graphite.
Elements that have better wettability on carbon include Ti, Zr, Ni, Al, Si, Mn and Cr. Two
alloy systems, Al-Si and Ag-Cu-Ti are evaluated in this study.
Al-Si powder (mesh 325) was tested first. With a brazing temperature of 600°C, it
formed bond with CNTs only on portions of the substrate surface, possibly due to nonuniformity. In the brazing product, Al-Si powders did not completely turn into a dense
metallic layer but largely remained as connected particles, which obviously affects its
thermal conductivity. However, the advantage of this alloy is the relatively low liquidus
temperature.
In order to achieve a better bond, another alloy Ag-Cu-Ti (Ticusil, Morgan
Advanced Ceramic) was investigated. The powder form of Ticusil yielded better bond
with CNTs than Al-Si did. However, poor densification of braze alloy particles remained a
challenge. This problem was solved by using a thin Ticusil foil preform (13 μm) instead of
powders. Finally, a brazing fixture was fabricated to hold the sample stack in place and
maintain a compressive pressure during the reflow process. With the use of this fixture,
excellent bond quality has been achieved. Schematics of the brazing stack and results
are presented in the following.
The diagrams in Fig. 3-7(a) and (b) show the brazing configuration in the fixture
designed for holding the sample. A dielectric substrate (fused quartz) and a metal
(copper) were chosen as the mating materials in this study both because of their wide
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engineering applications and also because of their much different CTEs (16.5 ×10-6 K-1
for Cu and 0.5 ×10-6 K-1 for fused quartz), in order to highlight the applicability of the
developed technique to an interface that is typically vulnerable to thermomechanical
failures. Further, the brittleness of fused quartz and hence its susceptibility to damage
makes it a good candidate for a study seeking to alleviate the effects of
thermomechanical stress. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has reported a
successful brazed joint between fused quartz and a pure metal.
First, CNT arrays with average length of 50 µm were synthesized in-house on
fused quartz substrates (Figure 3-7 (c)). Then, a stack of fused quartz, CNT, braze alloy
and Cu foil were pressed in a stainless steel fixture and subjected to a reflow process at
925°C in nitrogen atmosphere, a process much more inexpensive and scalable than
vacuum brazing. Subsequently, the bonded sample underwent thermomechanical
stability tests including repeated thermal cycling from room temperature to 600°C and
thermal shock treatment, in which the sample is heated to 500°C and then suddenly
dropped into water. Thermal interface resistance measurements were performed on all
original, thermally cycled and thermally shocked joints using a photoacoustic (PA)
technique (29, 91). After these thermal tests, the bonded interfaces were purposefully
fractured for imaging and characterization.
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Fig. 3-7. (a) The sample and fixture during the brazing reflow process. (b) Magnified
image of the schematic in (a). (c) Pristine CNT array grown on quartz before the brazing
process. (d) Interfaces between CNT array and braze alloy. Here, CNTs have been
bonded facing down to the braze alloy. The growth substrate (fused quartz) was
manually peeled off to reveal the CNT/braze interface. (e) The same interface as in (d) at
higher magnification. (f) The joint of CNT-braze-alumina after similar manual peeling to
reveal the interface microstructure.
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As apparent in Figure 3-7 (e), CNT arrays are well bonded to the braze alloy.
Further, the fact the CNTs peeled off at the growth substrate and not at the brazed end
shows that the CNT-braze bond is stronger than the bond between CNT and the growth
substrate. The tips of CNTs are well immersed in the braze alloy and are not merely
touching the surface. Compared to the van der Waals interaction of the free CNT tips to
the opposing substrate, such a well bonded CNT free tip significantly reduces the
interfacial thermal resistance between a CNT and the mating surface. The height
variation of individual CNTs is another known issue for CNT arrays as thermal interface
materials, in which short CNTs are unable to make real contact. For the brazed CNTs,
however, this adverse effect is largely mitigated as the braze layer practically penetrates
to almost all the CNT tips in the array leaving behind few dangling short CNT tips. As
discussed later, these characteristics of the CNT-braze alloy interfaces result in a large
improvement in the thermal interface resistance.
Notably, this approach of adding CNTs to a brazed bond can also be applied in an
insulator to insulator (e.g. a ceramic to ceramic) interface. Fig. 3-7 (f) shows a bond of
quartz-CNT-braze-alumina after manual separation. Even though in this case separation
at both the braze/alumina as well as CNT/growth substrate interface can be found, the
CNT/braze interface stayed intact over most of the regions, indicating a good bonding
between CNT and the braze layer. The delamination at the braze alumina interface
could be attributed to residual thermal stress due to the CTE-mismatch between the
braze alloy (18.5×10-6 K-1) and alumina (5.4 ×10-6 K-1). Hence, to take full advantage of
the present technique, the different layers in a joint should be structured so that
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materials with very different CTEs are separated by the CNT array. For example, in the
case of a quartz-Cu joint, the braze sheet should be placed on the Cu side because
otherwise the braze-quartz interface would be vulnerable to thermomechanical failure.

Fig. 3-8. (a) High resolution C 1s spectrum indicating typical multiwall CNT peaks and a
peak corresponding to the Ti-C bond. The dash line shows C 1s spectrum of CNT before
brazing. The inset shows the survey spectrum. (b) High resolution Ti 2p spectra
indicating complex bonding between Ti and other elements. The peak at 455.0 eV
indicates a Ti-C bond.
To understand the nature of the bond between CNTs and the braze alloy, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out on the CNT/braze interface region.
The survey spectrum and high resolution C 1s peaks are shown in Fig. 3-8 (a). Besides
the typical multiwall CNT main peak at approximately 285.0 eV and high-energy tail
indicating various functional groups (-COO, C-O, C=O, etc.), a small but clear peak
repeatedly occurs at 282.0 eV. This binding energy value agrees well with values in
literature for TiCx formation (92-94). Additional evidence of Ti-C bonds can be found in
the Ti 2p peaks as well (Fig. 3-8 (b)). Due to the high reactivity of Ti with multiple other
species including N and O, the Ti spectrum is rather complex. Nevertheless, a peak at
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455.0 eV can be identified, which is the characteristic Ti 2p peak for Ti-C bond (92, 95).
This result is expected. It is well known that most metals have poor wettability with
CNTs and other carbonaceous materials in general (96). Using a regular braze, such as
Ag-Cu, would not yield a satisfactory bonding with CNT arrays. It is possible, however, to
improve bond quality by introducing certain active elements, such as Ti and Zr that form
carbide interphases and thereby greatly promote wetting between the alloy and CNT
arrays. XPS data presented here confirm this mechanism. Notably, an excessive amount
of active elements compromises the fluidity and infiltration ability of the molten braze
and is therefore also harmful to the joint quality. In addition, excessive carbide
formation makes the joint more brittle.
3.3.3 Thermal Characterization
Thermal transport measurements were conducted using a photoacoustic setup.
In this method, a pulsed laser serves as the heat source. Thermal properties of the
sample can be evaluated by monitoring its surface temperature modulation at various
laser frequencies. More details of this technique can be found in prior work (29, 91).
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Fig. 3-9. Thermal resistance of the CNT/braze interface at varying pressures. Error bars
(shown only for the reverse scan for visual clarity) are calculated by assuming a phase
measurement uncertainty of 0.5 degrees (29).
Fig. 3-9 presents the thermal resistance between quartz and the braze layer,
which includes the bulk resistance of CNT arrays and the contact resistance at the two
ends of the CNT array. The bulk resistance of the braze sheet and its interface with Cu
was found to contribute only 1-2 mm2KW-1 to the overall resistance. As apparent in Fig.
3-9, thermal interface resistance (TIR) is a function of pressure, although the
dependence is rather weak when compared with other soft interface materials such as
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bare CNT arrays (51). Intriguingly, the pressure dependence is primarily positive,
contrary to any other reported interface materials to the best of our knowledge.
However, this trend can be well explained by the fact that CNT free ends have been
firmly anchored to the braze layer. Therefore, the hypothesis of increasing real contact
area with increasing pressure, the generally accepted mechanism behind the typical
negative pressure dependence of TIR, is no longer applicable in this case. Such weak and
slightly positive pressure dependence is a favorable characteristic for many, especially
high temperature applications. The high mounting pressure required for many other
interface materials are harmful to the mated components or, at elevated temperatures,
simply very difficult to maintain due to thermal fatigue of load-applying structures (97).
Notably, at 2.5 psi (17.2 kPa), the lowest pressure tested, the TIR reaches as low
as 2.3 mm2K/W. This value indicates a more than ten-fold reduction from that of a
control (bare) CNT array of the same length. Since a considerable portion of this
resistance has to come from the 50 µm long CNT array, we can conclude that the
contact resistance at the CNT free ends has been reduced by a factor much higher than
ten. If we assume negligible contact resistance on the two ends of the CNT array and a
CNT volume fraction of 1%, a typical value for such arrays (73, 87), the effective thermal
conductivity of individual CNTs in the array is estimated to be around 2200 W/m-K. This
value falls within the range of directly measured CNT thermal conductivities (1000-3000
W/m-K). At higher pressures, the TIR first rises to 10.0 mm2K/W at 7.5 psi (51.7 kPa) and
then stabilizes. This increase is attributed to bending and buckling of the CNTs, which
lead to increased phonon scattering and a reduced phonon mean free path, and
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therefore lower the thermal conductivity of a CNT. A decreasing pressure scan was also
performed. A slight hysteresis is observed just after the scan is reversed. With further
decreasing pressure, the TIR follows the trend in the up scan closely. At all pressures
conditions tested, the TIR remains below 12 mm2K/W, which is very competitive among
mechanically compliant interface materials (24, 91).
3.3.4 Thermomechanical Robustness
We then tested the reliability of this CNT/braze interface in thermomechanically
harsh environments. For the thermal cycling (TC) experiments, the joint was cycled to
600°C and back down to room temperature repeatedly at a heating rate of 10°C/min.
Three cycles were performed for each sample. For the thermal shock (TS) test, the
sample was heated up to 500°C (at 10 °C/min), removed from the furnace and
immediately dropped into water at room temperature. The samples were heated in N2
atmosphere. All thermal measurements are carried out at 5 psi (34.5 kPa). As shown in
Figure 3-10, TC and TS have only minor, if any, effects on the thermal properties of the
joints, and the TIR remains low in both cases. After both tests, the joint maintained
mechanical integrity. As a control experiment, the same quartz and Cu substrates were
brazed without a CNT array and thermally shocked, and the two substrates readily
delaminated.
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Fig. 3-10. Thermal measurement results of the CNT/braze interface before and after
severe thermomechanically testing (thermal cycling and thermal shock tests) in
comparison with the case of bare CNT (no braze). All data shown here were obtained at
5 psi (34.5 kPa). The average value of up scan and down scan is presented. The inset
shows the temperature profile of the thermal cycling and thermal shock test.
In principle, the maximum allowable temperature of this joint is limited by the
liquidus temperature of the braze alloy which is in the range of 790-900°C and depends
on the extent of consumption of Ti by carbon in the CNT array. A safety margin is kept
here to avoid local liquidation and, especially for the thermal shock test during which
the sample is briefly exposed to ambient air, excessive oxidation. This CNT/braze
concept, however, can be fairly easily extended to even higher temperatures by
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changing the braze alloy composition, such as switching to Ticuni™. The brazing
temperature can be reduced as well if the application so demands. For example, we
have also tested AlSi alloy and obtained comparably good bonding characteristic with
CNT at a brazing temperature around 600°C.
3.3.5 Summary
Preserving high interfacial thermal conductance under cyclic thermal load has
been a major obstacle to thermal transport in high temperature. The difficulty arises
from joint failures due to thermomechanical stresses at the interface. This work
presents an important step in the direction of developing an interface with excellent
thermal and mechanical stability even when subjected to severe thermal loading. CNTs
with traditional metallic braze significantly reduces the overall thermal resistance and
serves to expand the range of temperature over which CNT based TIM can be applied.
This would have important implications for addressing the issue of reducing interfacial
transport in devices operating under large thermal loads. After noticing the fact that
thermomechanical stress is in the lateral direction whereas heat transfer of concern is in
the normal direction, we took advantage of the high anisotropicity of CNT array and
developed an interface material that is thermally conductive as well as
thermomechanically robust.
Numerous energy conversion devices rely on efficient and robust heat transfer
across the interface between the heat source and the energy conversion mechanism. As
researchers push the operation temperature of these devices to higher levels in order to
improve their efficiencies, the requirements on interfaces become more challenging
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than ever. By addressing the thermomechanical stress issue, this work presents an
enabling technology that benefits many engineering applications, such as thermoelectric
generators, thermophotovoltaic cells, high temperature fuel cells and controllable
fusion devices.
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CHAPTER 4. GRAPHENE SCAFFOLDS (GSS) AS THERMAL INSULATION MATERIALS

In this chapter, my research work related to the thermal properties of another
type of ensembles of carbon nanomaterial, 3D graphene aerogels, is presented. My
study shows that with very low density, defect control and interface engineering at the
nanoscale, such an ensemble of graphene, which is an exceptional thermal conductor
itself, can behave as an excellent thermal insulator. This work has been done in
collaboration with Qiangqiang Zhang, a visiting student from Harbin Institute of
Technology, China. I performed all thermal measurements using the 1D bar reference
bar system and data evaluation and analysis. Material synthesis, structural
characterization and flame retardant experiments are performed by Qiangqiang.
4.1 Introduction
With the depletion of fossil fuel resources, human society faces a daunting
energy future (98, 99). While alternative energy sources are being developed intensely,
improving energy utilization efficiency will certainly be a substantial part in a sustainable
overall energy ecosystem. Enormous amounts of fossil fuel are consumed for heating
and air conditioning in the domestic sector (100, 101). Good thermal insulation of
buildings is crucial for conservation of energy and reduction of fossil fuel consumption
and greenhouse gas emission. Thermal insulation materials are also important in many
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other applications such as automotive, aerospace, domestic appliances and
petrochemical plants (102). For example, excellent thermal insulation is a vital
requirement for the skin of reentrant aerospace vehicles to protect the interior from the
high surface temperatures generated when penetrating the earth atmosphere (103).
The thermal insulating ability of a material is characterized by its thermal
conductivity (κ, W/(mK)). Currently, the most popular thermal insulators are fossil-fuelderived porous materials, which can be synthesized or exist naturally (100, 101, 104110). They typically possess fine porous microstructures with cells small enough to trap
and stagnate air. For instance, common thermal insulators include expanded
polystyrene foam (κ = 30 - 40mW/(mK)), polyurethane (κ = 20 - 30 mW/(mK)), fiberglass
(κ = 33 - 44 mW/(mK)), cellulose nanofiber based foam (κ = 18 mW/(mK)) and
vermiculite (κ = 33 - 44 mW/(mK)) (100, 101). However, high demand for scalable
thermal insulation materials with even lower thermal conductivity and light weight still
exists.
Most successful thermal insulation materials have one or more low κ constituent
materials and highly porous structures because the low density suppresses solid-state
heat conduction while small pores confine air in a small space and therefore prevents
thermal convection (100, 110, 111). Although some porous nanostructures such as
silicon aerogels and cellulose nanofiber-based foams show promisingly low κ of
approximately 20 mW/(mK), mechanical brittleness or processing complexity make
them difficult to scale up to meet industrial needs (100, 108, 109). For other naturally
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existing (wood chips, cork and cellulose) or synthesized (fiberglass, polyurethane and
polystyrene) thermal insulation materials, apart from the relative poor thermal
insulation properties with κ in the range of 20 - 50 mW/(mK), their sensitivity to the
ambient humidity, poor thermal stability and low flame resistance preclude their
application in many circumstances (100, 101).
Previously reported results have demonstrated that utilization of twodimensional precursors can effectively decrease the thermal conductivity of bulk
materials by creating a plethora of phonon barriers (100, 112, 113). Graphene oxide
(GO) sheets exhibit much lower thermal conductivity compared to pristine graphene
due to the prevalence of oxygenic function groups (epoxide, hydroxyl and carboxyl) and
defect-induced scattering of phonons.17 Because of electrostatic attraction between
parallel displaced graphene sheets, a strong π-π interaction exists between them,
offering an effective means for GO sheets to self-assemble into strongly connected and
well-arrayed three-dimensional (3D) macroscopic monoliths (104, 114, 115). Such 3D
macroscopic graphene monoliths, including graphene petals (116), hydrogels (117),
sponges (118), and aerogels (114, 115, 118-120), offer a promising combination of very
low density, high porosity and outstanding mechanical robustness. They have
demonstrated broad applicability in many scientific and engineering fields, including
stretchable electronics, energy storage, sensors, liquid absorbers, electro-catalysts and
biomedical scaffolds. With regard to heat transfer, graphene is considered to be one of
the best thermal conductors with pristine thermal conductivity of approximately 2000-
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4000 W/m-K (12, 17-19, 121-123), whereas GO sheets exhibit significantly lower thermal
conductivity (124). In this work, it is demonstrated that with a highly porous structure
and properly engineered surface conditions, the thermal conductivity of 3D porous GSs
fabricated from large scale graphene oxide (LGO) sheets can be tuned to a very low
level, making it attractive as a robust and scalable material for thermal insulation.
4.2 Material Synthesis and Instrumentation
LGO precursor was synthesized by a modified Hummers’ method using natural
flake graphite (50 mesh, Nanjing Xianfeng Nanomaterials Tech. Co. Ltd., Nanjing, China)
(114, 115, 120, 125). First, a mixture of ethanediamine (EDA,C2H8N2, 20 μl), LGO
precursor (10 ml, 2 - 10 mg/ml) was ultrasonically dispersed for 0.5 hour with a mild
power in ice bath, and then transferred to a Teflon-lined hydrothermal synthesis
autoclave to obtain black cylindrical hydrogel after 6 hour of static reaction at 120°C.
Before carrying out freeze-drying process, the as-formed graphene hydrogels were
dialyzed in ethanol solution (10 vol.%) for 24 hours to remove residual impurities (EDA)
and free water. The dialyzed hydrogels were freeze-casted in a low pressure chamber (80 °C) for 24h, and then 3D oxide GSs were obtained by subsequent drying process.
Eventually, rGSs were obtained by thermally annealing at 1000 °C for 1 hour in a tube
furnace under argon atmosphere (200 sccm at a pressure of 14.5 Psi). The finally
obtained GSs have very low densities (2 - 10 mg/cm3).
The in-situ observations of microstructure (to be shown in section 4.3) evolution
during compression were conducted in a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (HELIOS
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NanoLab 600i, FEI, US). The structure and chemical composition of LGO, oxidized GSs
and reduced GSs were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) and Raman spectroscopy. XRD analysis was carried out by a X-ray
diffractometer (X’PERT PRO MPD, PANalytical, Netherlands) using Cu-Kα radiation
(1.540598 Å) with a 2θ range of 5 to 50°. The XPS (PHI 5700 ESCA System, Physical
electronics Co., US) utilized monochromatic Al-Kα radiation as the X-ray source (1486.6
eV). Raman spectra were recorded by a micro-Raman spectrometer (laser source: 532
nm) in the Raman shifts range of 1000 to 3000 cm-1. Specific surface area is measured
using a BET analyzer (Micromeritics, TRISTAR II 3020, US). An electronic universal
material testing machine (Instron 5569, UK) was used to characterize compressive
deformation of GS at a constant loading rate (1 mm/min) before and after flaming
treatment. The infrared mapping is obtained with an infrared camera (ThermoVision
ExaminIR SC6400, FLIR Systems, Inc., US).
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4.3 Characterization Results and Discussion

Fig. 4-1. (a) Optical images of rGSs. (b) SEM image showing the morphology of rGSs in
transverse cross section. (c) A magnified view of (b) showing the honeycomb structure.
(d) The cellular unit formed by π-π interaction among graphene sheets with pore size of
around 35 μm. (e) The longitudinal cross-sectional view of cylindrical sample with wellarrayed graphene cellular walls. (f) The vertically oriented and wall-by-wall
interconnected microstructure with interspacing of 30±5 μm.
Highly porous cylindrical GS samples were fabricated with a modified
hydrothermal method followed by a unidirectional freeze-casting process. The final
products exhibit a black color for oxide GSs and a dark metallic luster for rGSs, as
presented in Fig. 4-1 (a). Fig. 4-1(b)-(d) are SEM images showing the morphologies at a
transverse cross section. It is apparent from these images that rGSs present wellordered 2D isotropic honeycomb-like structures with pore sizes of tens of micrometers
(approximately 35 μm). The homogenous cellular pores were shaped by the ice
crystallization during freezing, which makes it feasible to design and control the GS
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structure by adopting different freezing strategies (126). At the microscale, graphene
oxide sheets were first self-assembled and stacked via a facial-linking mechanism based
on the strong π-π interaction, with typical stacking length of 20 - 30 μm, and
subsequently formed a mechanically robust monolith after being squeezed by the ice
crystallization process. The lateral views shown in Fig. 4-1(e)-(f) indicate well-arrayed
leaf-like structures of multilayer graphene sheets with longitudinal orientation. The
backbone cellular walls are cross-linked with small sub-branches (20 – 35 μm) of fewlayer graphene oxide sheets. Such microstructures not only lead to a stable and selfsupporting system, but also dictate the characteristics of heat conduction in the
material.
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Fig. 4-2. Structure and chemical composition characterizations of LGO and GSs. (a)-(b)
XRD patterns and Raman spectra, respectively (c) XPS analysis showing the atomic ratio
of carbon to oxygen (C1s/O1s), (d) The N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms using
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method.
Raman spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) were used to characterize the structure and chemical composition of
GSs and LGO. As shown in Fig. 4-2(a), XRD peaks at 7.5° and 26.1° for the LGO and rGSs,
respectively, indicate a shift of the interlayer spacing from 11.7 (between (001) planes in
LGO) to 3.45 Å (between (002) planes in rGSs). The sharp peak at 26.1° for rGSs implies a
high degree of graphitization and ordered stacking among the graphene sheets. Fig. 4-2
(b) displays typical Raman spectra of oxidized GSs and rGSs with the D-band and the Gband centered at 1345 and 1575 cm-1, respectively. The peak intensity ratio (ID/IG) of

1.0
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oxidized GSs deceases from 1.15 to 1.0 after thermal annealing (reduction reaction) at
1000°C, indicating a considerable recovery of conjugated domains (sp2) in the rGSs.
In order to quantify the chemical composition evolution during the hydrothermal
synthesis and thermal reduction process of LGO, XPS analysis was conducted with
results shown in Fig. 4-2(c). The C1s, N1s and O1s peaks are located at 285.3, 400.5 and
533.2 eV, respectively. Quantification of XPS peak intensities suggest a significant
increase in the atomic ratio of C/O, from approximately 2.59 for LGO to approximately
31 for GSs, implying that over 90% of the oxygen-containing functional groups were
removed upon thermal annealing (see Fig. 4-2(c)). In addition, 4% of the C atoms are
connected with N via C-N covalent bonds that form during ring-opening reactions of
epoxy groups with amidogen (-NH2) in ethanediamine (EDA). Furthermore, the
microstructures of rGSs were characterized using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)
method. As shown in Fig. 4-2(d), the BET specific surface area (SSA) and pore volume of
GSs are 33.8 m2/g and 0.02 cm3/g for the sample with a density of 2 mg/cm3.
For thermal conductivity investigation, the experimental setup is the 1D
reference bar system modified from ASTM D-5470 as described in Chapter 2. All thermal
measurements were conducted in vacuum to preclude convection and oxidation effects.
Ideally, heat transfer in the test column occurs through 1D heat conduction only, and a
linear temperature profile is generated with slopes corresponding to different local
thermal conductivities. However, this assumption is not strictly valid when radiative
heat loss becomes significant compared to heat conduction. For high-temperature
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measurements, this radiation-induced non-ideality becomes more pronounced because
thermal radiation scales with the fourth order of absolute temperature according to the
Stefan–Boltzmann law. Hence, in order to calibrate the effect of thermal radiation from
the GS samples and thus improve accuracy, a two-step data evaluation scheme was
executed for all thermal conductivity measurements. Data evaluation schematics and
other details of the measurement process are schematically shown in Fig. 4-3.

Fig. 4-3. The two-step process for data evaluation.

In the first step, using linear fitting of the measured temperature profile on the
bottom reference bar, temperature and heat flux boundary condition at the bottom of
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the GSs sample can be obtained. Here, linear temperature profile is assumed on the
lower reference bar because its temperature remains low (< 200 °C for high
temperature measurements and < 50 °C for all others) in all of the measurements and
thus radiation loss from the reference bar is insignificant. Contact resistance between
reference bars and GSs samples is minimized using silver paste (~100 W/m-K) and
neglected as it is much lower than the bulk resistance of the porous 3D GSs.
Because the GSs sample can reach high temperatures in some measurements
and that its emissivity is approximately 0.7 (measured using an IR camera), neglecting
radiation from the sample to the ambient could result in substantial underestimation of
the thermal conductivity. Therefore, in the second step, thermal conductivity of the
sample is evaluated using iterative numerical simulation taking into account radiation
effects. For each GS sample, a cylindrical heat transfer model is built based on its
measured dimensions. Temperatures at the top and bottom surfaces of the sample
obtained from direct measurement and the previous fitting step are provided as
boundary conditions. The vacuum chamber is large enough to be seen as a black body
and ambient temperature is set at room temperature (as confirmed by a thermocouple
monitoring the chamber temperature during all experiments). The only unknown in the
model is the thermal conductivity of the GSs. Therefore, different guess values of GSs
thermal conductivity are tried out until the simulation result gives the same heat flux
value as obtained in the measurement with a discrepancy of less than 1%. This thermal
conductivity is then accepted as the final value.
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The thermal measurement results are summarized in Fig. 4-4. Except for the
temperature-dependence results shown in Fig. 4-4 (b), all data were collected with the
average temperature of the sample at 100 °C. As apparent from Fig. 4-4, all GSs samples
exhibit good thermal insulation behavior (Fig. 4-4 (a)). Except for rGSs (ρ > 8 mg/cm3),
all GSs present low thermal conductivities that are lower than that of dry air (31.4
mW/m-K, at 100 °C). In particular, oxide GSs with a density of 2mg/cm3 exhibit a
thermal conductivity of only 12.6 mW/m-K. Comparatively, the thermal conductivities of
GSs obtained without considering radiation heat loss are 14.2%-30% lower than the
values reported here, confirming the necessity

of the radiation-corrected data

evaluation scheme. Such low thermal conductivities of oxide GSs can be attributed
mainly to its high porosity (99.44% - 99.91%), intrinsically low thermal conductivity of
graphene oxide sheets and interfacial phonon scattering, which will be discussed in
more detail in the following paragraphs, along with density, temperature and strain
dependence.
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Fig. 4-4. The thermal conductivity (κ) of reduced and oxide GSs, respectively. (a) The
relationship between κ and bulk density. (b) Temperature dependent κ of GSs with
density of 6 mg/cm3. (c) The change in thermal conductivity of GSs in compressed state.
(d) Data in (c) replotted to show the effect of compression on total sample thermal
resistance normalized to 1cm initial thickness.

Within the tested range of samples, thermal conductivities of both reduced and
original oxide GSs appear to vary linearly with volume fraction (Fig. 4-4 (a)). This trend is
reasonable given that these aerogels of different densities possess similar
microstructures despite different pore sizes and cellular wall thicknesses. Considering
that all cellular walls appear to be connected in the heat conduction network, as
indicated by SEM images, it might be attempting to further expect a proportional
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relation (on top of the linear relation) between the volume fraction and thermal
conductivity. Interestingly, however, this proportionality is does not hold according to
the experimental data (Fig. 4-4 (a)).
Two possible mechanisms could be attributed for this phenomenon. First,
graphene oxide sheets might have reduced thermal conductivity in samples of higher
volume fraction. It is well known that thermal conductivity of graphene decreases with
number of layers (12). In GSs of higher volume fraction, graphene oxide sheets are more
likely to stack with each other, lowering their thermal conductivity. The second possible
reason is the effect of inter-sheet thermal resistance. In higher volume fraction GSs,
more graphene layers are stacked together in a cellular wall, increasing the number of
interfaces that phonons have to penetrate when moving across the structure, therefore
effectively reducing the bulk thermal conductivity. The important role of interfacial
resistance in porous material made from nano-building blocks, such as CNT pellets, has
been illustrated in prior works (100, 105, 107, 111). However, in the present case, more
evidences are needed to conclude whether this mechanism dominates.
Since GSs have been proposed as a promising thermal insulation material and
flame-retardant, their heat transfer characteristics at elevated temperatures are
therefore of great importance. Temperature influence on κ is shown in Fig. 4-4 (b), in
which κ of rGSs and oxide GSs monotonously rise up to 111.6 and 142.4 W/m-K with the
temperature increasing to 500°C, respectively. Moreover, κ varies with temperature in a
nonlinear fashion from 100 to 500°C. Three mechanisms, namely inelastic phonon
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scattering within sheets, inter-sheet resistance and thermal radiation, are hypothesized
to have led to this trend.
Within (reduced) graphene oxide sheets, it is widely accepted that heat
conduction via phonons is dominant (124). Although free electrons become more
abundant with the increase of average kinetic energy during elevation of temperature,
their contribution on thermal conductivity is less than 3% as estimated by Wiedemann–
Franz law (127). Increased inelastic phonon scattering events at high temperature result
in lower phonon mean free path and therefore lower intrinsic thermal conductivity of
GO sheets. As has been discussed above, inter-sheet resistance makes a significant
contribution to the total thermal resistance. Typically, this interface resistance
decreases at higher temperature as a result of more populated phonon states that
contributes to cross-interface heat transfer (128). In addition, because of the highly
porous nature of the scaffold, thermal radiation within the material could also be an
important factor at elevated temperatures. Due to the fact that each cellular wall only
partially absorbs the IR emission, radiative transport is not limited within individual
pores, further enhancing its effectiveness. This effect is validated by the higher order
(faster than linear) increase of thermal conductivity shown in Fig. 4-4 (b), because
intrinsic inelastic scattering (which actually leads to decrease of thermal conductivity)
and contact resistance alone could not result in such a trend.
Rough quantification of the radiative transport is performed. GS samples provide
enough IR absorption to be treated as optically thick, therefore radiative thermal
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transport can be seen as a local phenomenon. This radiative contribution to the total
thermal conductivity. 𝜅𝑟 can be estimated as
16

𝜅𝑟 = ( 3 ) 𝑛2 𝜎𝑇𝑟3 /𝐸

(4.1)

where n is the mean index of refraction, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Tr is the
radiative temperature, which is calculated from the boundary temperatures T 1 and T2 as
1

𝑇𝑟3 = (4)(𝑇12 + 𝑇22 )(𝑇1 + 𝑇2 )

(4.2)

and E is the extinction coefficient. The total thermal conductivity can be approximated
as the sum of solid and radiative conductivity. Due to the relatively weak temperature
dependence of solid conductivity, radiative contribution can be roughly estimated by
fitting κ to 𝑇𝑟3 linearly, as shown in Fig. 4-5. A good linear fit can be seen for both
materials. The results also suggest that radiative thermal conductivity is a dominant
factor at elevated temperatures, contributing more than half of the total thermal
conductivity at above 250°C.
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Fig. 4-5. Estimation of the radiative thermal conductivity.

We have also measured thermal transport properties of GSs in compressed
states. Quite different heat transfer characteristics were observed for the two types of
GSs (reduced and oxide). In our experiments, GSs with a starting density of 4 mg/cm3
were gradually compressed to various effective densities up to around 40 mg/cm3
(corresponding to a 90% compression ratio) (see Fig. 4-4 (c)). The corresponding thermal
conductivity and total thermal resistance changes are shown in Fig. 4-4 (d)-(e). In order
for direct comparison between reduced and oxide GSs samples that have different
thicknesses, the resistances in Fig. 4-4 (e) are normalized to an initial thickness of 1 cm.
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Not surprisingly, as apparent in Fig. 4-4 (e), for both types of GSs in all
compression stages, total thermal resistance continues to decrease as the samples
become more compressed. The decrease is more pronounced at initial stages and slowly
saturates towards the end. These trends are expected as compression densifies the
materials and shortens thermal paths by making more contacts between graphene
oxide sheets. However, above approx. 50% compression strain (8 mg/cm3) effective
density, thermal resistance of reduced GSs decreases much more drastically than that of
oxide GSs. This distinction is illustrated more clearly in Fig. 4-4 (d). Up to approx. 50%
compression strain (8 mg/cm3), thermal conductivity of oxide GSs stays fairly unchanged
while that of reduced GSs increases only slightly. The reduction in total thermal
resistance is largely compensated by the concurrent reduction of sample thickness,
resulting in a fairly constant thermal conductivity. As compression strain exceeds 50%
(effective density above 8 mg/cm3), the two materials drastically diverge in behavior.
The thermal conductivity of rGSs abruptly increases from 0.023±0.003 to 0.050±0.005
W/m-K and continues increasing as the sample is further compressed. On the other
hand, the thermal conductivity of oxide GSs remains on a relatively flat curve and
terminates at a value that is even lower than that in the initial uncompressed state.
To further understand the intriguing difference between the two materials, we
performed in-situ SEM imaging to study the microstructural evolution of GSs during
compressive deformation. In Fig. 4-6 (a)-(f), the axial compression was applied on rGSs
in 1-1 direction, which is the same as the orientation of the thermal conductivity test on
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cylindrical samples; heat is mainly transferred through the vertically oriented pathways
of multilayer graphene cellular walls. Two tag lines (AB and CD) are added in the graphs
to track the evolution of thermal pathways (see Fig. 4-6 (a)). The in-situ observations of
microstructure under compression are shown in Fig. 4-6 (a)-(f) in the order of increasing
strain.

Fig. 4-6. In-situ observation of heat transfer pathway and channel evolution in the
microstructure of rGS during mechanical compressing deformation with strain up to
60%. (a) Initial un-loaded status, (b-f) Uniaxial compression with strain of 10, 20, 35, 50
and 60%, respectively. (g) Schematic illustration of interfaces between graphene oxide
sheets. (h) Schematic illustration of interfaces between reduced graphene oxide sheets
(Courtesy of QiangQiang Zhang).
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At the first stage (strain less than 20%), although some vertically arrayed cellular
walls are compressed to lose elastic stability and deform out of plane, the pathways for
heat conduction (marked as lines AB and CD) are individually bended without significant
mutual interruption and remain their original geometric length of 600 μm (see Fig. 4-6
(b)-(c)). Phonons remain on their original pathways, leading to the little increase of
thermal conductivity (18 to 19 mW/m-K). Subsequently, a small portion of bended
cellular walls are folded and forced into contact with neighboring walls after strain
increases to 35%, and therefore related heat transfer pathways are effectively
shortened (AB decreases to 400 μm and CD remains 600 μm) (Fig. 4-6 (d)), which is
accompanied by a steady decrease of thermal resistance. Lastly, following strain up to
50 - 60%, nearly all bended cellular walls are substantially folded with multiple
additional inter-sheet contacts (Fig.4-6 (e)-(f)). Most of the heat transfer pathways
became shorter (AB decreases to 380 μm and CD to 410 μm) since more optimal
routines were created. κ rapidly increases to around 50 mW/m-K as a result of a
“thermal avalanche” induced by severe folding of the (reduced) graphene oxide sheets
and creation of large number of shorter thermal paths.
Notably, although similar shortening of thermal pathways is also observed in the
microstructure of oxide GSs during axial compression, “thermal avalanche” does not
occur as apparent in Fig. 4-4 (c). This phenomenon could be explained by the different
contact quality in the two types of GSs. In order to take advantage of the shortened
thermal paths under compression, phonons have to cross multiple loosely touching
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interfaces between graphene (oxide) sheets. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 4-6 (g)(h), oxygen-containing functional groups in oxide GSs protruding out of the carbon plane
hinder close interaction between mating GO sheets with an interlayer spacing larger
than 4.2 Å. In rGSs, however, the surfaces of graphene sheets are substantially cleaned
by the thermal annealing process and have become nearly free of oxygen-containing
functional groups (Fig. 4-6 (h)). Inter-sheet gap is narrower and graphene sheets are
highly graphitized, therefore phonons face much lower interface resistance.
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Fig. 4-7. The flame retardancy and thermal insulation of GSs in air. (a) The mechanical
robustness of GSs before and after flame treatment, (b) Snapshots of flame treatment
and mechanical compression process, (c) Raman spectra evolution of GSs during flame
treatment, (d) Thermographic pattern of temperature distribution of GSs with sample
placed on heat plates. Emissivities are not locally calibrated for this imaging, therefore
temperature readings on parts other than the GSs are not to be taken quantitatively.
(Courtesy of Qiangqiang Zhang)
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Flame retardancy results are summarized in Fig. 4-7. In a prior work, it has been
shown that GSs can be compressed into a thin “pancake” and then recover its original
macroscopic shape without noticeable fracture or collapse of the porous structure
(114). Here, we found that after flame treatment for 30 min GSs retain the same
remarkable elasticity and mechanical robustness with reversible compressive strain up
to 95%, similar to untreated GSs. The maximum strength and stiffness showed only
slight degeneration (2% decay of maximum stress). The structural robustness is also
verified by Raman spectra shown in Fig. 4-7(c). After flame treatment, D and G bands
peaked at the original locations (1345 and 1575 cm-1 respectively) with a slight drop of
D band intensity and strengthening of 2D band at 2700 cm-1, which implies that the GS
is partially reduced during the high temperature treatment. A small portion of graphene
on the surface of cylindrical GSs sample was burned to ash, whereas the internal
structure is quite well retained. GSs exhibit this good flame retardancy primarily for two
reasons. Oxygen containing functional groups on graphene sheets significantly increase
the activation energy of carbon atoms, which retards combustion reaction (100). In
addition, the low thermal conductivity effectively prohibits heat transfer from the
surface to the interior of the material.
The thermal insulation performance of GSs in air is further verified using infrared
imaging. As shown in Fig. 4-7 (d), heat is effectively blockaded by GSs from flowing into
the top stainless bar, indicating outstanding thermal protection properties. The lateral
and top views of rGSs and oxide GSs show large temperature gradient (dT/dx≈ 60°C
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/mm) along the cylindrical sample in axial direction with the sample heated by a hot
plate kept at 500 °C. Only a slight portion of heat energy flows through the sample,
implying excellent capability of thermal insulation of GSs in air as well. Due to radiation
and convection effects, however, this result cannot be directly used to quantify thermal
conductivity of GSs in air.
4.4

Summary
In this work, a thermally insulating and flame retarding 3D graphene scaffold was

synthesized with a modified hydrothermal method and a direct oriented freeze-casting
process. The 3D porous scaffolds built with graphene oxide sheets exhibit oriented array
of cellular walls in axial direction and well-connected honeycomb microstructures in
transverse. Because of a combination of high porosity, high interfacial resistance and
low intrinsic thermal conductivity of multilayer graphene oxide walls, the effective
thermal conductivity is several orders of magnitude lower than that of pristine graphene
sheets. The as-formed GSs demonstrate superior thermal insulation and flame retardant
properties than most traditional polymer-based insulating foams with the additional
advantages of light weight and remarkable mechanical robustness. In vacuum, oxide GSs
present thermal conductivity as low as 12.6 mW/(mK) at 100 °C, with a nearly linear
dependence on bulk density. At elevated temperatures, GSs see an increase of thermal
conductivity while still remain a good thermal insulation material.
Under compression, GSs and rGSs exhibit very different heat transfer behavior.
GSs retain their excellent thermal insulation property at all strains tested (up to
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approximately 90%). rGSs, on the other hand, experience a rather drastic drop in
thermal resistance beyond certain strain threshold where thermal conductivity doubled
within a roughly 10% strain change. In-situ SEM observations of microstructural
evolution under compressive strain provided vital information for understanding this
phenomenon. We hypothesize that oxide GSs maintain low thermal conductivity in
compressed state because of the surface functional groups on graphene oxide sheets,
which hinder effective phonon transport across inter-sheet interfaces, while rGSs
experience the thermal avalanche as a result of few surface functional groups. The good
thermal insulation of oxide GSs even under compressive strain is a great advantage in
certain applications such as clothing. Based on the results obtained in this study, we
conclude that GSs are a very promising class of materials for thermal insulation at near
or above room temperatures, and flame retardant applications.
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Summary
This dissertation has presented my research work, which is mostly experimental,
in studying the heat transport in carbon nanomaterials and their ensembles with a focus
on high temperature applications.
In the first step, proper thermal metrology has been developed. Compared to
modulated heating methods such as TDTR and 3ω methods, which are good for
characterizing local thermal properties, 1D reference bar is better suited for measuring
the effective properties of a bulk material. Therefore, to study the effective thermal
properties of ensembles of nanomaterials, it is the most appropriate and a widely
trusted method. I modified the standard 1D reference bar method in order to achieve
high temperature compatibility. Besides material and instrumentation selection, the
main issue was how to mitigate systematic errors induced by thermal radiation. I
decided to account for radiation loss rather than eliminate it and developed a data
evaluation algorithm that takes radiation into account. The method is validated by
testing a commercially available TIM. Another drawback of the 1D reference bar method
is the low throughput. Reaching thermal equilibrium takes hours to days depending on
the thermal mass of the system. Therefore, I developed a transient method that readily
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cuts measurement time by as much as 40 times. Uncertainty quantification shows that
the measurement errors of this transient method are similar to that of the conventional
steady-state method. Although heat capacitance of the TIM is involved in the complete
thermal model, it has been shown that this heat capacitance has little effect on
measurement results due to the very low “input frequency”.
The first material system I studied is CNT arrays as high temperature TIMs. Using
the 1D reference bar test rig, the thermal interface resistance of vertically oriented CNT
arrays have been measured at temperatures up to 700°C. Both thermomechanically
matched and mismatched mating surface pairs are tested and the results show good
compliance of the CNT arrays. Three thermal cycles were performed in each case and
CNT arrays exhibited good cyclic stability. The temperature dependent results also
suggested that the contact resistance at the top of the arrays is the major contribution
to the total TIR, which agrees well with prior understandings. In order to develop a TIM
with low TIR as well as good thermomechanically robustness, I integrated CNT arrays
into a conventional braze joint. Very low TIR has been achieved (2 mm 2K/W) as CNT tips
are well infiltrated by the metallic braze. Due to the outstanding mechanical compliance
of CNT arrays, the thermomechanically stability of such a joint is much improved,
showing little degradation after thermal cycling and thermal shock test above 500°C.
The second nanomaterial ensemble I studied is graphene aerogels. These 3D
structures are comprised of graphene oxide sheets stacked in a honeycomb fashion at
very low volume fractions. Despite the high intrinsic thermal conductivity of graphene,
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this graphene aerogel exhibits very low thermal conductivity in vacuum. I attribute the
results to the low volume fraction, defective surface and interfaces at the nanoscale.
The important role of nano-interfaces was further illustrated by thermal measurement
under compression and in-situ microscopy. This thermal insulation behavior, combined
with the good flame retarding properties, make this material very promising in thermal
protection applications in high temperature environments.
5.2 Concluding Remarks
Carbon nanomaterials and nanomaterials in general, have been an exploding
research area for more than two decades. When the physical dimensions of a material
are in the nanometer regime, intriguing physical and chemical properties arise and the
potential usefulness is very high in numerous many engineering application. However,
the transition of novel nanomaterials developed in labs into marketplace has been
somewhat hindered by several issues including property consistency, scalability, difficult
integration and so on.
One of the most fundamental mechanisms behind these hurdles is interface.
Through my study of carbon nanomaterials and their ensembles, it has been clearly
shown that interfaces play critical roles in the process of making a useful product from
carbon nanomaterials and applying it into an engineered system. Take the thermal
interface application for example. The performance of most conventional TIMs, mainly
grease, gel, adhesives and so on, is limited by the low thermal conductivities. Contrarily,
the thermal properties of CNT arrays are completely dominated by interfaces. Not only
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the main contribution of the TIR comes from the interface between CNT tips and the
opposing substrate, the bulk resistance of CNT arrays is also largely affected by tubetube interfaces. One of the main reasons that interfaces become critical for
nanomaterials is that when the physical size of material building-blocks decreases, the
number of these building-blocks, and, inevitably, the number of interfaces between
them increases correspondingly. In GSs (presented in Chapter 4), as the building-blocks
are just a single layer of carbon atoms, there are essentially as many interfaces as there
are layers of carbon atoms. Hence, for an application that requires an ensemble of
nanomaterial, as is often the case, researchers should seek to understand the effects of
those interfaces and hopefully control them. In addition to technologically interests,
interfaces at the nanoscale are filled with intriguing phenomena that are also
opportunities for advancing our understanding in fundamental sciences. I expect to
conduct more research in the area of nanoscale interfaces in my future career.
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Appendix A. Technical Drawings of 1d Reference Bar System
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Appendix B. MATLAB Code for Steady State Data Evaluation
“paramfit1Dbar.m”
function bmin=paramfit1Dbar
% main program for fitting parameters of an ODE model to data
% the model and the error function are defined in the file Sfun1D.m
global xdata Tdata Kdata T0
%% data for the model
% time - x value
xdata(1) = 0.003;
xdata(2) = 0.014;
xdata(3) = 0.026;
xdata(4) = 0.037;
Kdata=[95.984 95.562 96.031 95.5]+273.15; Tdata=[98.084 98.582 99.048
99.13]+273.15;
%For Monte Carlo
%Kdata=normrnd(Kreal,max(1.1,0.004.*(Kreal-273.15))/3);
%Tdata=normrnd(Treal,max(1.1,0.004.*(Treal-273.15))/3);
%% initial condition
%%T0(1) = 105;
%% initial guess of parameter values
%% b(1)=TIR, b(2)&b(3)=T&Q, initial value, b(4)=emi, b(6)=Kdata0
b(1) = -100e-6;
b(2) = 370;
b(3) = -800000;
b(4) = 0.2;
%% minimization step
[bmin, Smin] = fminsearch(@Sfun1Dbar,b);
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disp('Estimated parameters b(i):');
bmin(1)*1e6
bmin(2)
bmin(3)
bmin(4)
disp('Smallest value of the error S:');
disp(Smin)
end

“Sfun1Dbar.m”
function S = Sfun1Dbar(b)
% computation of an error function for an ODE model
% INPUT: b - vector of parameters
global xdata Tdata Kdata T0
xdata(1) = 0.003;
xdata(2) = 0.014;
xdata(3) = 0.026;
xdata(4) = 0.037;
%% ODE model
% (nested function, uses parameters b(1) and b(2) of the main function)
function dT = f(x,T)
dT = [-T(2)/(-0.068*T(1)+420.3);-400*(5.67e-8)*abs(b(4))*T(1)^4];

end

%% numerical integration set up
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% b(1) = -10e-6;
% b(2) = 1076.15;
% b(3) = -600000;
% b(4) = 0.2;

xspan = [0:0.0001:0.04];
T0=[b(2),b(3)];
[xsol,Tsol] = ode45(@f,xspan,T0);

K0=[Tsol(1,1)-Tsol(1,2)*b(1),-Tsol(1,2)];
K0;
[xsol,Ksol] = ode45(@f,xspan,K0);
Ksol(1,2);

%% plot result of the integration
plot(xdata,Tdata,'x','MarkerSize',10);
hold on
plot(-xdata,Kdata,'x','MarkerSize',10);
hold on
plot(xsol,Tsol(:,1));
hold on
plot(-xsol,Ksol(:,1));
hold on
hold off
drawnow
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%% find predicted values x(tdata)
Tpred = interp1(xsol,Tsol(:,1),xdata);
Kpred = interp1(xsol,Ksol(:,1),xdata);

%% compute total error
S = 0;
for i = 1:length(xdata)
S = S + (Tpred(i)-Tdata(i))^2+((Kpred(i)-Kdata(i))^2);
end
end

“UQ_MC.m”

for run=1:400;
output(run,:)=paramfit1Dbar;
run
end;
Trans=transpose(output);
fileID = fopen('UQ_MC_HF80_Ti500.txt','w');
fprintf(fileID,'%12.8f %12.8f %12.8f %12.8f\n',Trans);
fclose(fileID);
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Appendix C. MATLAB Code for Transient Data Evaluation
“OneDbar_PDEPE.m”
clear all;
%PDE1: MATLAB script M-file that solves and plots
%solutions to the PDE stored in eqn1.m
global Kdata xdata tdata x t xnum SpecH T_in
Tdata=dlmread('RT-100C.txt','\t','A1..H101');
tdata=linspace(0,100,101);
xdata=[0,0.011,0.023,0.034,0.041,0.052,0.064,0.075];
Kdata=zeros(101,8);
Kdata(:,1)=Tdata(:,7);Kdata(:,2)=Tdata(:,1);Kdata(:,3)=Tdata(:,4);Kdata(:,4)=Tdata(:,8);
Kdata(:,5)=Tdata(:,2);Kdata(:,6)=Tdata(:,5);Kdata(:,7)=Tdata(:,3);Kdata(:,8)=Tdata(:,6);
Kdata=Kdata+273.15;
%xnum=[1,111,231,341,411,521,641,751];
%xnum=[1,23,47,69,83,105,129,151];
xnum=[1,12,24,35,42,53,65,76];
SpecH=dlmread('Specheat.txt');
x = linspace(0,0.075,76);
t = linspace(0,100,1001);
k0=[3.5,0.001,0.000];
klb=[0.1,-0.02,-0.02];
kub=[100,0.02,0.02];
[kmin,resnorm,residual,exitflag,output,lambda,jacobian]=lsqnonlin(@solpde_lsqnonlin,
k0,klb,kub);
Tave=(Kdata(1,4)+Kdata(1,5)+Kdata(101,4)+Kdata(101,5))/4
T_in
TIR=1000/kmin(1)
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s2=var(residual)
cov=inv(transpose(jacobian)*jacobian)*s2;
var_TIR=1e6*cov(1,1)/(kmin(1))^4;
sigma_TIR=var_TIR^0.5

“solpde_lsqnonlin.m”
function S = solpde_lsqnonlin(k)
global x t xdata Kdata tdata xnum SpecH T_in
m=0;
SpecH_g(:,1)=SpecH(:,1);
for n=1:1:46;
SpecH_g(n,2)=(SpecH(n+1,2)-SpecH(n,2))/(SpecH(n+1,1)-SpecH(n,1));
end;
SpecH_g(47,2)=SpecH_g(46,2);
function [c,b,s] = eqn1(x,t,u,DuDx)
c=(1(x>=0.037)*(x<0.038))*(interp1(SpecH(:,1)+273.15,SpecH(:,2),u)+u*interp1(SpecH_g(:,1)
+273.15,SpecH_g(:,2),u))*8.96e6+(x>=0.037)*(x<0.038)*0.01767332*8.96e6;
b = ((1-(x>=0.037)*(x<0.038))*(420.3-0.068*u)+(x>=0.037)*(x<0.038)*k(1))*DuDx;
s = (1-(x>=0.037)*(x<0.038))*-0.8e2*5.67e-8*u^4;
end
function [pl,ql,pr,qr] = bc1(xl,ul,xr,ur,t)
pl= ul-interp1(tdata,(1+k(2))*(Kdata(:,1)-273.15)+273.15,t);
ql = 0;
pr= ur-interp1(tdata,(1+k(3))*(Kdata(:,8)-273.15)+273.15,t);
qr = 0;
end
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u = pdepe(m,@eqn1,@initial1,@bc1,x,t);
for i=1:8
plot(tdata,Kdata(:,i)-273.15,'x','MarkerSize',5,'color','k');
hold on
end
for n=1:8;
plot(t,u(:,xnum(n))-273.15,'color','k');
hold on;
end;
hold off;
drawnow;
i = 1:8;
j=xnum(i);
S=(u(1001,j)-Kdata(101,i));
T_in=0.25*(u(1001,38)+u(1001,39)+u(1,38)+u(1,39));
k;
S;
End
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Appendix. D Raw data for GS thermal measurements
Table A1. Raw data for GS thermal measurements.
Temperature (°C) density (mg/ml) 3

14

26

37

upper

RGA

2

29.487

29.799

30.32

30.545

203.734

4

26.52

26.75

27.092

27.331

173.105

6

26.366

26.779

27.379

27.824

163.117

8

27.078

27.444

27.914

28.28

192.21

10

25.156

25.492

26.005

26.359

176.388

6(HT)

155.915 160.408 165.375 168.728 845.8

4(CMP)

127.035 129.908 133.22

135.488 720.878

88.358

89.979

91.876

93.318

556.773

51.188

51.862

52.68

53.324

337.452

26.366

26.779

27.379

27.824

163.117

26.628

26.867

27.218

27.434

172.521

36.737

37.025

37.508

37.816

181.038

38.355

38.654

39.187

39.568

168.946

36.394

36.799

37.531

38.008

157.125

42.016

43.637

45.873

47.824

183.021

42.007

43.37

45.363

47.08

170.702

46.707

48.409

51.077

53.425

153.601

32.713

39.452

47.226

54.25

157.279
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Table A1. Continued.
GOA

10

21.401

21.707

22.173

22.431

192.16

8

21.578

21.792

22.127

22.306

177.282

6

28.16

28.403

28.735

28.976

177.488

4

30.199

30.45

30.783

31.001

223.26

2

25.891

26.176

26.553

26.823

175.853

4(CMP)

30.199

30.45

30.783

31.001

223.26

25.651

25.922

26.244

26.464

209.129

27.112

27.3

27.586

27.763

184.922

26.114

26.383

26.8

27.051

194.21

26.529

26.915

27.456

27.85

185.749

29.596

30.228

31.09

31.781

216.519

24.713

25.617

26.809

27.757

203.751

22.701

24.126

25.781

27.215

198.403

29.942

40.865

52.539

62.942

133.973

31.985

32.262

32.632

32.934

163.664

75.057

75.926

77.286

78.249

338.366

6(HT)

125.026 126.795 129.589 131.522 532.628
163.707 166.779 171.136 174.301 651.209
212.066 216.27

222.514 227.403 730.127
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